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The Hopf Conjecture is a well-known problem in di¤erential geometry which relates the geom-
etry of a manifold to its topology [Hopf 1]. In this thesis, we investigate this problem on com-
pact complex real 6-dimensional manifolds. First, we prove a Weitzenbock formula on a com-
plex manifold involving the Hodge Laplacian H , the Bochner Laplacian of the Levi-Civita
connection R, and another Laplacian we construct that is related to the Lefschetz operator
and @ operator on a compact complex manifold K such that for any (p; q) form in [2.11],
K + H   2R = F (R)+"quadratic terms" where the curvature operator F (R) : Ep;q ! Ep;q
and the quadratic terms are given in [2.12]. This formula generalizes a Weitzenbock formula of
Wu for Kähler manifolds in [Wu]. Then, under certain conditions, we show that the Weitzenbock
formula provides vanishing theorems for the Dolbeault cohomology groups of complex di¤erential
(p; q) forms and obtain information about the Hodge numbers of the manifold. We use these van-
ishing theorems to obtain information about the geometric and arithmetic genus and irregularity
of a compact complex manifold under certain conditions. Earlier result of Alfred Gray shows that
a hypothetical integrable almost complex structure on a 6-dimensional sphere, S6; has to satisfy
h0;1 > 0 [Gray]. We apply our vanishing theorem for (0; 1) forms to show that h0;1 = 0 and thus,
under certain additional conditions a 6-dimensional sphere can not have integrable almost complex
structure. We use the Frölicher spectral sequence to obtain the Hodge-deRham cohomology groups
of any compact complex manifold of real dimension 6 and show that under certain conditions, the




In 1926, H.Hopf proved that a compact, simply connected Riemannian manifold with constant
sectional curvature 1 is necessarily isometric to the round sphere Sn; [Hopf 1], [Hopf 2]. The
motivation for this thesis comes from a generalization of Hopfs results which claims a relationship
between the curvature and the topology of even dimensional compact Riemannian manifolds:
Conjecture 0.0.1 (Hopf) Let M2n be a compact orientable 2n dimensional Riemannian man-
ifold.
10 if all sectional curvatures of M are nonnegative (resp. strictly positive), then  (M) is also
nonnegative (resp. strictly positive).
20 if all sectional curvatures of M are nonpositive (resp. strictly negative), then ( 1)n  (M)
is nonnegative (resp. strictly positive).
J. Milnor proved the conjecture for all 4-dimensional manifolds. His result was mentioned by S.
S. Chern in [Chern]. D. L. Johnson, proved that the conjecture holds for all 6-dimensional Kähler
manifolds [Johnson].
In this thesis, we show that  (M) is nonnegative for a compact complex manifold with real
dimension 6 under certain additional assumptions by using the results of Hodge theory and using
our version of the Weitzenbock formula, which then provides vanishing theorems on the Dolbeault
cohomology groups under those additional assumptions. We use the vanishing of Dolbeault coho-
mology groups in the Frölicher spectral sequence to obtain the deRham cohomology groups of the
manifold.
Another open question is whether the 6-dimensional sphere, S6; admits an integrable almost
complex structure. The almost complex structure induced on it by the unit imaginary Cayley
numbers is not integrable since the Nijenhuis tensor does not vanish [Nirenberg & Newlander].




  1 [Gray]. The Weitzenbock formula we have found for (0; 1) forms on a 6-dimensional
complex manifold provides a vanishing under certain conditions, thus giving a negative result
under under these conditions for the question about the existence of a hypothetical integrable
almost complex structure on S6:
In Chapter 1, given a unitary local frame, we complexify it to a frame with (1; 0) and (0; 1)
frame elds. For any (p; q) form  2 Ep;q; we dene a new operator L@
 : Ep;q ! Ep+1;q+2
wedging any (p; q) form by @
; the (1,2)-part of the derivative of the fundamental form 
 and
similarly the conjugate of this operator L@
 : Ep;q ! Ep+2;q+1 which is wedging any (p; q) form
by @










: Ep;q ! Ep 2;q 1 as their L2  adjoints, respectively. Then we use the generalized Kähler
2
identities proved by Demailly [Demailly]
@









p 1 ; @+ L; (L@
)
to obtain formulas for the adjoint derivative operators @ : Ep;q ! Ep 1;q and @ : Ep;q ! Ep;q 1:
We also introduce a new derivative operator @K := [@; L] : Ep;q ! Ep;q+1 and its L2 adjoint
@

K := [; @] : E
p;q ! Ep;q 1; which play a crucial role in our Weitzenbock formula. We dene







 respectively. We introduce a rough Laplacian R : Ep;q ! Ep;q, show that its
real part is positive semi-denite for any (p; q) form  2 Ep;q: We compute the Hodge Laplacian
H = @  @ + @  @ : Ep;q ! Ep;q for any (p; q) form. Finally, we introduce a new Laplacian
K := @K @K +@

K @K : Ep;q ! Ep;q, show that it is positive semi-denite for all (p; q) forms.
In Chapter 2, we prove a Weitzenbock formula for any (p; q) form in [2.11], that involves the





; T1; T2 dened
in [1.7], [2.6], [2.8], respectively. Then we have the following Weitzenbock formula
K () + H ()  2R ()


























where F (R) : Ep;q ! Ep;q is a curvature operator given in [2.12] generalizes a Weitzenbock for-
mula of Wu for Kähler manifolds in [Wu]. Then under certain conditions on a compact complex
manifold, we prove vanishing theorems by using these Weitzenbock formulas. We use these van-
ishing theorems to obtain information about the geometric and arithmetic genus and irregularity
of a compact complex manifold under certain conditions. Earlier result of Alfred Gray shows that
a hypothetical integrable almost complex structure on a 6-dimensional sphere, S6; has to satisfy
h0;1 > 0 [Gray]. We apply our vanishing theorem for (0; 1) forms to show that h0;1 = 0 and thus,
under certain additional conditions we prove the nonexistence of a hypothetical integrable almost
complex structure on the 6-dimensional sphere by using A. Grays result [Gray].
In Chapter 3, we use the Frölicher spectral sequence to obtain the Hodge-deRham coho-
mology groups of any compact complex manifold of real dimension 6 and show that  (M) =P
0p;q3 ( 1)p+q hp;q where hp;q is the (p; q) Hodge number. Finally we show that the Hopf





Computations of the Operators
1.1 Hodge Theory
Denition 1.1.1 The Euler characteristic (M) of a smooth manifold M of dimension n can be
dened as the alternating sum of the ranks of its singular cohomology groups over the real numbers,




bk = b0   b1 + b2   b3 +   + ( 1)nbn
Let Hk (M;C) =  2 Ek(M) j  = 0	 be the space of complex-valued harmonic k forms
on M equipped with a Hermitian metric. Then we have the important result of W. V. Hodge
[Hodge]:
Theorem 1.1.1 If M is a compact complex manifold equipped with a hermitian metric, then
(1) dimHk (M;C) <1;
(2) Ek (M) = Hk (M;C) dEk+1 (M) dEk 1 (M) ;
(3) Hk (M;C) = HkdR (M;C) :
The space of complexied k forms on M decomposes as the direct sum of space of the
(p; q) forms on M ,
Ek 
 C = p+q=kEp;q = Ek;0  Ek 1;1      E1;k 1  E0;k
LetHp;q (M;C) =  2 Ep;q(M) j @ = 0	 be the space of complex-valued harmonic k forms
on M: Set Hp;q (M;C) = kerf@ : E
p;q(M)!Ep;q+1(M)g
@(Ep;q 1(M))
to be the Dolbeault cohomology group of
4
(p; q) forms, and let hp;q = dimHp;q (M;C) denote its rank, which is also known as the (p; q) Hodge
number. Hodge Theory also provides a decomposition for Ep;q:
Theorem 1.1.2 [Hodge] If M is a compact complex manifold equipped with a hermitian metric,
then
(1) dimHp;q (M;C) <1;
(2) Ep;q (M) = Hp;q (M;C) @Ep+1;q (M) @Ep 1;q (M) ;
(3) Hp;q (M;C) = Hp;q (M;C) :
For a compact Kähler manifold M; let Hk = p+q=kHp;q: Furthermore, we have the following





hp;q = hq;p (Serre Duality)
hp;p  1 for all 0  p  dimCM (Kähler form)
We do not necessarily have these relations for compact complex manifolds since d harmonicity
is a stronger condition than @ harmonicity.
Theorem 1.1.3 [Frölicher] Given a complex manifold M of complex dimension n; there is a
spectral sequence converging strongly to HkdR(M;C) with (E
p;q











: Furthermore, HkdR(M;C) = p+q=kEp;qn+2:
The deRham cohomology can then be written as the direct sum of the kernels and the cokernels
of the di¤erentials of the Frölicher spectral sequence.





bk = b0   b1 + b2   b3 + b4   b5 + b6
If we assume the manifold is connected, then b0 = 1 and again by the Poincaré duality b6 = 1:
We would like to provide vanishing theorems for some of the Dolbeault cohomology groups and by
using them and the Frölicher spectral sequence, obtain the Betti numbers to compute (M):
1.2 Compact Complex Manifolds
Let (M; g; J) be a compact Riemannian manifold with a Riemannian metric g and an integrable
almost complex structure J 2 End (TM) with J2 =  IdTM ; such that the Nijenhuis tensor
vanishes
NJ(X;Y ) = [JX; JY ]  J [X; JY ]  J [JX; Y ]  [X;Y ]  0
5
for any X;Y 2   (M;TM) : Assume in addition that the metric is compatible with the integrable
almost complex structure J; i.e.
g (JX; JY ) = g (X;Y ) ;
for any X;Y 2   (M;TM) :
The complexied tangent bundle TM
RC has a Hermitian metric induced by the Riemannian
metric g and the compatible integrable almost complex structure J given by
h (X;Y ) = g (X;Y ) p 1g (JX; Y )
for any X;Y 2   (M;TM 
R C) : The imaginary part of the Hermitian metric is called the Kähler
form 
 (X;Y ) = g (JX; Y ).
The Kähler form 
 2 E2 is skew-symmetric since

 (X;Y ) = hJX; Y i = hY; JXi =  hJJY; JXi =  hJY;Xi =  
 (Y;X)
and it is J invariant

 (JX; JY ) = hJJX; JY i = hJX; Y i = 
(X;Y )
Therefore, h is also J invariant.
In particular, if d
  0 then (M; g; J;
) is called a Kähler manifold.
1.2.1 Frame Setup, Operators, Laplacians
Let (M;J) be an almost complex manifold. (TM;J) can be complexied by dening scalar
multiplication by complex numbers as follows: 
a+
p 1bX := aX + bJX; for X 2   (M;TM) ; a; b 2 R
For TM 
 C; we can then nd a local unitary frame elds fv1;   :; vn; Jv1;   :; Jvng for the real
2n dimensional vector space TM:
g (vi; vj) = 
i
j ; for all 1  i; j  n
g (Jvi; Jvj) = g (vi; vj) = 
i
j ; for all 1  i; j  n
and also
g (vi; Jvj) = 0
1.2.2 (1; 0) and (0; 1) Frame Fields









realizing the fact that the eigenvalues of J are p 1 by J2 =  I, we get a direct sum decompo-
sition for the complexication of TM
TM 
































 j i = 1;   ; n :
1.2.3 Dual (1; 0) and (0; 1) Coframe Fields
Now let T M be the cotangent bundle of M , the dual bundle of TM , and let its complexication
T M
RC be the dual of the complexication of TM: Then with respect to the eigenvalues 
p 1
of J , similarly we have a direct sum decomposition for T M 
R C,
T M 
R C =T 1;0M  T 0;1M




















!j 2 T MC j !j  V i = ij ; 8V i 2 T0;1M and !j (Vi) = 0; 8Vi 2 T1;0M	 :
By using this, we can also dene the space of complex (p; q) forms Ep;q on M; for any 1 
p; q  dimCM;
Ep;q := E1;0 ^ : : : ^ E1;0| {z }
p times
^ E0;1 ^ : : : ^ E0;1| {z }
q times
:
1.2.4 Complexied Metric and the (1; 0) and (0; 1) Frame Fields
From now on, we will denote the complexied C bilinear Riemannian metric on TM 
R C by
h; i : For the frame Vi; V i	 ; we have




p 1  p 1 hVi; Vji =  hVi; Vji

















































hVi; Vji = 0 =















1.2.5 Induced Inner Product on (p; q) forms
The induced inner product on (p; q) forms has the following property:
If I = (i1;   :; ip; j1;   :; jq) is a multi-index, then denote the (p; q) form by !I and the
(q; p) form by !I which are indexed by I as follows:
!I = !i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq ;
!I = !i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq :















0 if I 6= J
1 if I = J
:
1.2.6 L2-product on (p; q) forms










for any ;  2 Ep;q (M) and the induced inner product 
;  at a point x 2M is induced by the
evaluation of the forms at the point x:





; the Kähler form 
 2 E2 becomes

 (Vi; Vj) = hJVi; Vji =









JV i; V j

=  p 1 
V i; V j = 0
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This means that 













!i ^ !i =  p 1
X
1in
!i ^ !i = p 1
X
1in
!i ^ !i = 
:
1.2.8 Nijenhuis Tensor and the (1; 0) and (0; 1) Frame Fields
The Nijenhuis tensor vanishes for (1; 0) frame elds, so we have
0 = hNJ (Vi; Vj) ; Vki
= h[JVi; JVj ]  J [Vi; JVj ]  J [JVi; Vj ]  [Vi; Vj ] ; Vki
=  2 h[Vi; Vj ] ; Vki   2




) hrViVj ; Vki =

rVjVi; Vk :
Then, using the compatibility of the metric with the connection, we get
hrViVj ; Vki =

rVjVi; Vk =   
Vi;rVjVk
=  hVi;rVkVji = hrVkVi; Vji = hrViVk; Vji
so that
) hrViVj ; Vki = hrViVk; Vji =  hVk;rViVji = 0:













JV i; JV j
  J V i; JV j  J JV i; V j  V i; V j ; V k
=  2 
V i; V j ; V k+ 2p 1 
J V i; V j ; V k
=  2
D












rV iV j ; V k = DrV jV i; V kE ;
then using the compatibility of the metric with the connection, we get
rV iV j ; V k = DrV jV i; V kE =  DV i;rV jV kE
=   
V i;rV kV j = 
rV kV i; V j = 




rV iV j ; V k = 
rV iV k; V j =   
V k;rV iV j = 0:
1.2.9 The Curvature Tensor on a Complex Manifold
For a complex manifold, we have at any point for any set of (1; 0), respectively (0; 1), frame elds,
rVjVi; Vk  0  
rV iV j ; V k
This implies that some of the complex curvature terms vanish while some others could be simplied














rViVj ; V k+ 
rVjVi; V k hrViVj ; Vki
  hrViVi; Vki

rVjVj ; V k  
rViVi; V k 
rVjVj ; Vk
  
rV kVi; Vj 




rV kVi; Vj hrViVj ; Vki+ hrVkVi; Vji 
rViVj ; V k
 0:
We denote Jvi by vi and for simplicity, we use Rijkl for the curvature term















[ Rijij  Rijij  Rijij +Rijij  Rijij +Rijij +Rijij +Rijij ]











[ Rijij  Rijij +Rijij +Rijij ] :
This gives a relation on a complex manifold as below,
Rijij  Rijij  Rijij +Rijij   2Rijij   2Rijij = 0 (R)
 Rijij  Rijij +Rijij +Rijij = 0:
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In a similar fashion, we also obtainD









[+Rijij +Rijij +Rijij  Rijij +Rijij  Rijij  Rijij  Rijij ]
= 0:
Denition 1.2.1 (isotropic curvature) The curvature term,


RViVjV i; V j

or equivalentlyD
RV iV jVi; Vj
E
is called isotropic curvature.
In terms of real curvature terms, it could be written as



















[Rijij +Rijij   2Rijij ] :
Similarly its complex conjugate could be written asD


















[Rijij +Rijij   2Rijij ] :
We also haveD



































[ Riijj +Riijj +Riijj  Riijj ] = Riijj :




































So if we plug this into
D
RV iVjVi; V j
E
; we obtainD





[2Riijj +Rijij +Rijij +Rijij +Rijij ]
and if we plug this into
D
RV iV jVi; Vj
E
; we obtainD





[ 2Riijj +Rijij +Rijij +Rijij +Rijij ] :
Denition 1.2.2 (sectional curvature) For orthonormal vector elds X;Y we dene the sec-
tional curvature of the 2-plane spanned by X and Y as (XY ) = hRXYX;Y i :
Denition 1.2.3 (holomorphic sectional curvature) For a unit vector eld X; we dene its
holomorphic sectional curvature H(X) to be the sectional curvature of the 2-plane spanned by X
and JX, i.e. H(X) = hRXJXX; JXi :
Thus in our setting Riiii is a holomorphic sectional curvature term. Also we note that






[Riiii +Riiii + 2Riiii ] = Riiii :
Denition 1.2.4 (holomorphic bisectional curvature) For orthonormal vector elds X;Y we
dene their holomorphic bisectional curvature H(X;Y ) = hRXJXY; JY i :
In our setting Riijj is a holomorphic bisectional curvature term. and also that










[Rijij +Rijij +Rijij +Rijij ] :
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1.3 Di¤erential operators on Complex Manifolds
Throughout this thesis, we use the standard Einstein summation convention that expressions with
repeated indices will be summed over those repeated indices from 1 to n: Exceptions, such as the
denition of sectional curvature above, should be clear from the context.
1.3.1 Derivative operators
Let Ep;q (M) be the space of complex (p; q) forms on M and r be the Levi-Civita connection
extended to TM 
R C. Then we have the following di¤erential operators dened by projecting
the image of the exterior derivative operator d onto the (1; 0) and the (0; 1) parts respectively.
Denote the projection onto Ep;q by projp;q: For any (p; q) form  2 Ep;q, we can dene
@ : Ep;q ! Ep+1;q by
@ (p;q) = projp+1;q (d ()) (1.3)
= projp+1;q











+ !j ^ projp;q
 rVj ()
and dene @ : Ep;q ! Ep;q+1 by
@ (p;q) = projp;q+1 (d ()) (1.4)
= projp;q+1











+ !j ^ projp 1;q+1
 rVj () :
1.3.2 The Lefschetz operator L and adjoint Lefschetz operator 
We dene the Lefschetz operator L : Ep;q ! Ep+1;q+1 by
L () = 
 ^  = p 1!k ^ !k ^  (1.5)
and we dene the adjoint Lefschetz operator  : Ep;q ! Ep 1;q 1 by
 () =  p 1 V k (Vk ()) : (1.6)
13












 p 1!i ^ !i+ !j ^rVj  p 1!i ^ !i
= !j ^ proj1;1

rV j










!j ^ !i ^ !k
+
p 1 










!j ^ !i ^ !k
+
p 1 
rVj!i; !k!j ^ !k ^ !i
= +
p 1 
rVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ !i
Thus we dene L@
 : E
p;q ! Ep+1;q+2 by
L@
 () := @
 ^  = +
p 1 
rVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ !i ^ 
for  2 Ep;q:







 p 1!i ^ !i+ !j ^rVj  p 1!i ^ !i
= !j ^ proj2;0

rV j
 p 1!i ^ !i+ !j ^ proj1;1  rVj  p 1!i ^ !i
= +






rVj!i; !k!k ^ !i
+
p 1!j ^ !i ^ 
rVj!i; !k!k
= +






rVj!i; !k!k ^ !i
+







!i ^ !k ^ !j
and we also dene L@
 : Ep;q ! Ep+2;q+1 by
L@
 () := @





!k ^ !i ^ !j ^ 
for  2 Ep;q:
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V iV k Vj () ; 

L2
for  2 Ep;q;  2 Ep 1;q 2:
Similarly, the adjoint antisymplectic operator (L@
)
























rVjV k; V i V j ViVk () ; L2
for  2 Ep;q;  2 Ep 2;q 1:
1.3.5 [L@
;] operator



























    p 1 
rVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ !i ^ 
= +

rVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ !i ^  V l (Vl)  V j  
rVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ 
+V l
 
rVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ !i ^ Vl ()
=   
rVjV i; V j!i ^ + 
rVjV j ; V k!k ^   
rVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V j ()
  
rVjV i; V k!j ^ !i ^ Vk () + 







rVjV j ; V k!k ^  (1.7)
+2

rVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ Vi ()
  
rVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V j ()
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1.3.6 The adjoint operator, [L; (L@
)
]















 (L ()) : If we com-
































































V i () +
D












































rV jVj ; Vi
E




















Dene the commutator operator [L@
;] () = L@



































!k ^ !i ^ !j ^  V l (Vl)
+
D

























!k ^ !i ^ !j ^  V l (Vl ()) :
Equivalently, we have
[L@
;] () = +2
D












!k ^ !i ^ Vj ()
1.3.8 The adjoint operator, [L; (L@
)
]












) (L ()) : If we compute
















rVjV k; V i V j (Vi (Vk ()))  (L@
)  p 1!l ^ !l ^ 
=

rVjV k; V i!l ^ !l ^ V j (Vi (Vk ()))
  
rVjV k; V i V j  Vi  Vk  !l ^ !l ^ 
= +

rVjV j ; V i Vi ()  
rVjV k; V i!k ^ V j (Vi ())
  
rVjV k; V j Vk () + 
rVjV k; V i!i ^ V j (Vk ())
+








rVjV j ; V i Vi () + 2 
rVjV i; V k!k ^ V j (Vi ())
+

rVjV k; V i!j ^ Vi (Vk ())
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1.3.9 [; @] Operator
Dene the commutator operator [; @] : Ep;q ! Ep;q 1 by [; @] () =  (@ ())  @ ( ()) : If we
compute the commutator, we would have
[; @] ()







+ !j ^ projp;q














  p 1V k (Vk ())
 !j ^ projp 1;q 1
 rVj   p 1V k (Vk ())
Then
















































































































rVjVk; V i!j ^ V k (Vi ())
+
p 1 
rVjV i; Vk!j ^ V k (Vi ())
Finally we obtain






































: Ep;q ! Ep 1;q by ; @ () =   @ ()   @ ( ()) : If














+ !j ^ projp 1;q+1
























 rVj  V k (Vk ())
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hrVjV k;ViiV i+hrVjV k;V iiVi (Vk ())



















rV jVk; V i
E
!j ^ V k (Vi ()) +
p 1
D
rV jV k; Vi
E
!j ^ V i (Vk ())
+
p 1 


















rVjV k; V i!j ^ Vi (Vk ())
1.3.11 Generalized Kähler identities
Let 
 =
p 1!i ^!i be the fundamental (1; 1) form on M: By the results of Le Potier [Le Potier]
in his thesis, the Kähler identities generalize to the following on a non-Kähler complex manifold:
[Demailly]




















() =  p 1@ () +p 1 L; (L@
) ()
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1.3.12 Adjoint Derivative operators
Using the Kähler identities, we dene the adjoint derivative operators as



















() =  p 1@ () +p 1 L; (L@
) ()
) @ () := p 1 ; @ () + L; (L@
) ()
So if we write the adjoint derivative operators explicitly, we get
@
































rV jVj ; Vi
E




























rVjV j ; V i Vi () + 2 
rVjV i; V k!k ^ V j (Vi ())
1.3.13 The Kähler @ operator
Then lets dene the Kähler @ operator @K : Ep;q ! Ep;q+1 as the commutator of these two
operators as
@K () := [@








rVjV j ; V k!k ^ 
+2

rVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ Vi ()
  
rVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V j ()
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Thus










rVjV j ; V k!k ^ + 2p 1 
rVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ Vi ()
 p 1 
rVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V j ()
Or alternatively,
@K () := [@
; L] () =  p 1@ () +p 1 L@
; ()
By the equations [1.5] and [1.10], the commutator of these operators would be

















rVjV j ; V i Vi () + 2 
rVjV i; V k!k ^ V j (Vi ())









 rVj  p 1!l ^ !l ^ 
+2

rVjV j ; V i Vi  p 1!l ^ !l ^ 
+2

rVjV i; V k!k ^ V j  Vi  p 1!l ^ !l ^ 
















rVjV j ; V i Vi () + 2 
rVjV i; V k!k ^ V j (Vi ())
We separate the covariant derivative terms into (1,0) and (0,1) directions and apply the interior
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!l ^ !l ^  projp 1;q+1  rVj
+2
p 1 
rVjV j ; V i!i ^ + 2p 1 
rVjV j ; V i!l ^ !l ^ Vi ()
+2
p 1 
rVjV j ; V k!k ^   2p 1 
rVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V j ()
 2p 1 
rVjV i; V k!k ^ !j ^ Vi ()
+2
p 1 
rVjV i; V k!k ^ !l ^ !l ^ V j (Vi ())
+











rVjV j ; V i!l ^ !l ^ Vi ()
 2p 1 
rVjV i; V k!l ^ !l ^ !k ^ V j (Vi ())
Finally simplifying this gives
@K () := [@
; L] ()








rVjV j ; V i!i ^  p 1 
rVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V j ()
+ 2
p 1 
rVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ Vi ()
=  p 1 @ () +p 1 L@
; () :
1.3.14 The adjoint Kähler @ operator
Dene the adjoint Kähler @ operator @

K : E
































A Weitzenbock Formula for
Compact Complex Manifolds
2.1 Hodge, Kähler and rough Laplacians of a (p; q) form
Denition 2.1.1 Using these operators dened in Chapter 1, we can dene Laplacians H ;K ;R :
Ep;q ! Ep;q: More precisely, for any  2 Ep;q;
K () = ([@
; L]  [; @] + [; @]  [@; L]) () (2.1)
H () =

@  @ + @  @

()
R () = projp;q





2.1.1 The Hodge Laplacian of a (p; q) form
Let  2 Ep;q be any (p; q) form, using the denitions for @ and @ in equation [1.4] and equation
[1.9], the Hodge Laplacian of the (p; q) form would be
H () = @
  @ () + @  @ () (2.2)
=  !a ^ V j
 
projp;q
 rV a  projp;q  rVj () (H1)


































  !a ^ V j
 
projp 1;q+1
 rVa  projp;q  rVj () (H5)
+ !j ^ V a
 
projp 1;q+1
 rVa  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (H6)
  !j ^ Va
 
projp;q
 rV a  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (H7)




























rV arV jVj ; Vi
E
!a ^ V i () (H11)
+ 2
D
rV arV jVi; Vk
E







rV aVa; Vj projp;q rV j () (H13)
  











rV aVj ; Vk!k ^ Va projp;q rV j () (H16)
  
rVaV j ; V k!a ^ Vk  projp;q  rVj () (H17)
+

rVaV j ; Vk!k ^ V a  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (H18)
+

rV aVj ; V k!a ^ Vk projp+1;q 1 rV j () (H19)
  
rV aV j ; Vk!a ^ V k  projp;q  rVj () (H20)
+

rVaVj ; V k!k ^ V a projp;q rV j () (H21)
+ 2
D
rV jVj ; V k
E 
rV aVi; Vk!a ^ V i () (H22)
+ 2
D
rV jVj ; Vi
E 
rVaV i; V k!a ^ Vk () (H23)
+ 2
D
rV jVi; V b
E 




















rVaV k; V b!a ^ !i ^  Vb  Vj () (H28)
See the appendix A.1 for the details of the computation which gives the expression above.
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Positive Semi-Deniteness of the Hodge Laplacian







































2.1.2 The Kähler Laplacian of a (p; q) form
Let  2 Ep;q be any (p; q) form, using the denitions for @K and @K in equation [1.11] and
equation [1.13], the Kähler Laplacian would be given by
























 !a ^ V j
 
projp;q


































 !a ^ V j
 
projp 1;q+1




 rV a  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (K7)
+!j ^ V a
 
projp 1;q+1



















rVkrVjV j ; V k (K11)
 2 
rVarVjV j ; V k!k ^ V a () (K12)
 2 
rVkrVjV i; V k!j ^ Vi () (K13)
  
rVkrVjV i; V k!i ^ V j () (K14)
+
D
rV arV jVk; Vi
E







rVirVjV i; V k!k ^ V j () (K16)
  
rVarVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V a V j () (K17)
+2

rVarVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ V a (Vi ()) (K18)
+

rV aVj ; Va projp;q rV j () (K19)
  
rVaVj ; V a projp;q rV j () (K20)
+2

rVjV j ; V a projp;q (rVa) (K21)
  
rV aVj ; Vb!b ^ Va projp;q rV j () (K22)
  
rVaV j ; V b!a ^ Vb  projp;q  rVj () (K23)
 2 
rVjV i; V a!j ^ Vi (projp;q (rVa ())) (K24)
  
rV aV j ; Vb!a ^ V b  projp;q  rVj () (K25)
+

rVaVj ; V b!b ^ V a projp;q rV j () (K26)
+

rV aVc; Vj!a ^ V c projp;q rV j () (K27)
  
rV aVj ; Vb!a ^ V b projp;q rV j () (K28)
  
rVjV i; V a!i ^ V j (projp;q (rVa ())) (K29)
+

rVjV a; V k!k ^ V j (projp;q (rVa ())) (K30)
 2 
rVjV i; V k!k ^ Vi projp+1;q 1 rV j () (K31)
+

rV aVj ; V b!a ^ Vb projp+1;q 1 rV j () (K32)
+

rVaV j ; Vb!b ^ V a  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (K33)
 2 
rVjV j ; V k 
rV aVk; Va (K34)
+2

rVjV j ; Vb 
rVkV k; V b (K35)
+2

rVjV j ; V k 
rV aVk; Vb!b ^ Va () (K36)
 2 
rVjV i; V k DrV jVk; VbE!b ^ Vi () (K37)
+2

rVjV i; V k 
rV aVk; Va!j ^ Vi () (K38)
 2 
rVjV i; Vb 
rVkV k; V b!j ^ Vi () (K39)
 2 
rVjV i; V k 
rVkV j ; Vb!b ^ Vi () (K40)
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 2 
rVjV i; V a 
rVaVi; V b!j ^ Vb () (K41)
 2 
rVjV j ; Vb 
rVaV k; V b!k ^ V a () (K42)
 2 
rV aVc; Vk 
rVjV j ; V k!a ^ V c () (K43)
+2

rV aVk; Vb 
rVjV j ; V k!a ^ V b () (K44)
 2 
rVjV i; V k DrV jVi; VbE!k ^ V b () (K45)
+

rVjV i; V k 
rV aVk; Va!i ^ V j () (K46)
  
rVjV i; V k 
rV aVi; Va!k ^ V j () (K47)
  
rVjV i; Vb 
rVkV k; V b!i ^ V j () (K48)
+

rVjV i; Vb 
rViV k; V b!k ^ V j () (K49)
  
rVjV i; V k 
rVkVi; V b!b ^ V j () (K50)
+

rVjV i; V k 
rVaVi; V a!k ^ V j () (K51)
  
rVjV i; V a 
rVaV j ; Vb!i ^ V b () (K52)
+

rVjV a; V k 
rVaV j ; Vb!k ^ V b () (K53)
+2

rV aVi; Vk 





rV aVj ; V b!a ^ !b ^ V k  V i () (K55)
+

rVjV b; V c DrV jVk; ViE!c ^ !b ^ V k  V i () (K56)
  
rVjV i; V k 
rVaV j ; Vb!k ^ !i ^ V a  V b () (K57)
 2 
rV aVc; Vk 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !i ^ V c V j () (K58)
+2

rV aVk; Vb 










rVaV i; V b!a ^ !j ^ V k (Vb ()) (K61)
 2 
rVjV i; V k 
rV aVi; Vb!j ^ !k ^ Va  V b () (K62)
+2

rVjV i; Vb 
rVaV k; V b!j ^ !k ^ V a (Vi ()) (K63)
+2

rVjV i; V k 
rVaV j ; Vb!b ^ !k ^ V a (Vi ()) (K64)
+2

rVjV i; V k 
rVaVi; V b!j ^ !k ^ V a (Vb ()) (K65)
 2 
rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V b!a ^ !j ^ V c (Vi ()) (K66)
+2

rV aVk; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !j ^ V b (Vi ()) (K67)
+

rVjV i; V k 
rV aVk; Vb!b ^ !i ^ Va V j () (K68)
+

rVjV i; V k 
rV aVi; Vb!k ^ !b ^ Va V j () (K69)
 2 
rVjV i; V k 
rV aVk; Vb!j ^ !b ^ Va (Vi ()) (K70)
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See the appendix A.2 for the details of the computation which gives the expression above.
Positive Semi-Deniteness of the Kähler Laplacian
Let  2 Ep;q; then we have
(K; )L2 =






= ([@; L]  [; @]; )L2 + ([; @]  [@; L]; )L2
= (L  [; @]; @)L2   (@  [; @];)L2
+(@  [@; L];L)L2   (  [@; L]; @)L2
= ([; @];  @)L2   ([; @]; @  )L2
+([@; L]; @L)L2   ([@; L];L  @)L2
= ([; @]; [; @])L2 + ([@
; L]; [@; L])L2
=
 













2.1.3 The rough Laplacian of a (p; q) form
Let  2 Ep;q be any (p; q) form on M . We dene the rough Laplacian of a (p; q) form on M by

















































rVjV j ; Vk projp;q  rV k () (R3)
+

rVjV j ; V k projp;q (rVk ()) (R4)
Positive Semi-Deniteness of the rough Laplacian
Let  2 Ep;q be any (p; q) form on M . Consider the 1-form
 (X) = hrX; i
for any vector eld X 2   (M;TM) : Then with respect to a (1; 0) and antiholomorpic frame eld
Vi; V i
	
, we can write  as





 (Vj) = hrVk; i!k (Vj) +












rV k; !k  V j = 
rV k;  :
The adjoint @ operator @
















rV jVj ; Vi
E
V i ()































































rV jVj ; Vi
E 










rV k;rVj  ji 









rV k;  
rV iVk; Vi  DrVjrV j; E  DrV j;rVjE
  
rV k;  












rV k;  DrV jVj ; VkE  























rV k;  DrV jVj +rVjV j ; VkE :








































rV k;  DrV jVj +rVjV j ; VkE dvolM :





























rDrV jVj+rVjV j ;VkEV k; 

dvolM :
Thus for any  2 Ep;q; we have shown that the following quantity is positive semi-denite.







We could also write this as


















However, we have dened the rough Laplacian by








and we will show that the di¤erence of


 eR () ;  and hR () ; i is imaginary.





rVjV j  rV jVj =














[vj ; vj ] +
1
2
p 1 [vj ; Jvj ]  1
2
p 1 [Jvj ; vj ] + 1
2
[Jvj ; Jvj ]
= +
p 1 [vj ; Jvj ]
which gives
rV jVj = rVjV j  
p 1 [vj ; Jvj ]
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If we plug this into the expression for


 eR () ;  we get



















If we subtract it from













hR () ; i  



























Let rV jVj = a+





















Thus the di¤erence is equal to
hR () ; i  















which is an imaginary quantity. Therefore
Re
 hR () ; i   
 eR () ;  = 0 i.e. Re (hR () ; i) = Re  
 eR () ;  :
Thus we have the real part of the rough Laplacian in our Weitzenbock formula is positive
semi-denite.
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: Ep;q ! Ep;q 1 in






















rV jVj ; Vc
E 
rVaV a; V c (A)
+4
D
rV jVj ; Vb
E 










rVaV b; V c!j ^ V a () (D)
 4
D
rV jVj ; Vc
E 





rVaV a; V c!i ^ Vj () (F )
+4

rV aVi; Vc 





rVaV b; V c!i ^ !a ^ Vj (Vb ()) (H)
 4 
rV aVi; Vk 

























rVjV b; V c!c ^ !b ^ V i  V k () (N)
See the appendix A.3 for the details of the computation which gives the expression above.















rVjV k; V i!i ^ !k ^ V j () :
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rVaV c; V b!j ^ !b ^ V i  V a () (P )
+

rVjV c; V b DrV jVk; ViE!b ^ !c ^ V k  V i (Q)
See the appendix A.3 for the details of the computation which gives the expression above.
If we dene T2 : Ep;q ! Ep+1;q by




!j ^ !k ^ V i () (2.8)





rVaV b; V c!b ^ Vc  V a () :
































rVjV b; V c!b ^ !k ^ Vc  V i () : (U)






























rV jVj ; Vc
E 
rVaV a; V c (A)
 2
D
rV jVj ; Vc
E 





rVaV a; V c!i ^ Vj () (F )
+2

rV aVi; Vc 
rVaV b; V c!i ^ Vb () (G)
+2
D
rV jVj ; Vb
E 













































rVjV k; V i!k ^ V b () (R)
+2

rV aVi; Vk 
rVjV i; V c!a ^ !k ^ V j (Vc ()) (S)
also
(I)  (U) = 0
2.3 Weitzenbock Formula for a (p; q) form
Theorem 2.3.1 Let  2 Ep;q be any (p; q) form on a compact complex manifold and let H ;K ;R :




: Ep;q ! Ep;q+1 be the operator dened in equation [1.7], T1 : Ep;q ! Ep;q 1 be the
operator dened in equation [2.6] and T2 : Ep;q ! Ep+1;q be the operator dened in equation [2.8].
Then we have the following Weitzenbock formula
K () + H ()  2R () (2.11)



























where the curvature operator F (R) : Ep;q ! Ep;q is given by
F (R) () = +






RV jVjVa; V k
E




RVaV kV d; Vc





RVaV kVb; V j








RVaVbV j ; V k





Proof 2.3.1 Let  2 Ep;q be any (p; q) form on a compact complex manifold and let H () be
the Hodge Laplacian on M given in equation [2.2], let K be the Kähler Laplacian on M given
in equation [2.3] and let R be the rough Laplacian on M given in equation [2.4]. If we combine
them as K () + H ()   2R () ; then we have the terms below remaining after a long, yet
straightforward computation. The details of the computation are given in the appendix A.4.
K () + H ()  2R ()
=   




RViVjV k; V j

!k ^ V i () (W24)
+2
D
RV aVjVi; V j
E





RV aV jVk; Vi
E










RVaVjV i; V k








RV aVjV i; Vb
E




(W7b2 + 8b2  a)
 2 
RV aViV j ; Vb!a ^ !b ^ V i V j () (W7c2a+ 8c2a  a)
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 2 
rV aVk; Va 
rVjV j ; V k (W27)
+2

rV iVk; Vb 





rVjV i; V k!b ^ Vi () (W29)
+2
D
rV jVj ; Vi
E 
rVaV i; V k!a ^ Vk () (W3a1) + (W30)
+2

rV aVi; Vk 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ V j () (W31)
+2

rV aVk; Vc 
rVjV j ; V k!a ^ V c () (W8c3b2) + (W32)
+2

rV aVk; Va 















rVaV i; V k!j ^ !i ^ V c  V a () (W8c3a2) + (W40)
 2 
rV aVk; Vb 





rVaV k; V b!a ^ !j ^ Vb  V i () (W42)
+2

rV aVd; Vb 





rVaV k; V b!a ^ !b ^ Vj  V i () (W4b) + (W43)
+2

rV aVk; Vb 






: Ep;q ! Ep;q+1 be the operator dened in equation [1.7], then its commutator
is given in equation [2.5]. Let T1 : Ep;q ! Ep;q 1 be the operator dened in equation [2.6], then
its commutator is given in equation [2.7] and let T2 : Ep;q ! Ep+1;q be the operator dened in
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given in equation [2.10], we obtain












































































K () + H ()  2R ()




























where the curvature operator F (R) : Ep;q ! Ep;q is given by
F (R) () = +






RV jVjVa; V k
E




RVaV kV d; Vc





RVaV kVb; V j








RVaVbV j ; V k





Here F (R) : Ep;q ! Ep;q is simplied after switching the roles of the indices, using the symmetries
of the curvature tensor and the Bianchi identity, the details are given on the last page of the
appendices. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 2.3.1 (Weitzenbock formula for a (0,0)-form) Let  2 E0;0 be a (0; 0) form, i.e.




: E0;0 ! E0;0 vanishes since







rVjV j ; Vk (R3)
+Vk ()

rVjV j ; V k (R4)
= 0
Suppose that  2 E0;0 is a @ harmonic (0; 0) form, i.e. @ () = V i ()!i = 0: Then the Hodge


























rV jVj ; Vc
E 
rVaV a; V c:
F (R) () would simplify to
F (R) () = +





















rV jVj ; Vc
E 
rVkV k; V c:




RVjVkV j ; V k
  2DrV jVj ; VcE 
rVkV k; V c :
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Remark 2.3.2 (Weitzenbock formula for a (n,n)-form) Let  = f!1 ^    ^ !n
^!1 ^    ^ !n 2 En;n be any (n; n) form where f is a complex-valued function on M;













rVjV j ; Vk projEn;n  rV k () (R3)
+

rVjV j ; V k projEn;n (rVk ()) (R4)
Denote vol := !1 ^    ^ !n ^ !1 ^    ^ !n: Then
projEn;n
 rV k ()
= +V k (f) vol
+f

rV k!r; !r!1 ^    ^ !rr th place ^    ^ !n ^ !1 ^    ^ !n
+f

rV k!r; !r!1 ^    ^ !n ^ !1 ^    ^ !rr th place ^    ^ !n
= +V k (f) vol
and
projEn;n (rVk ())
= +Vk (f) vol
+fhrVk!r; !ri!1 ^    ^ !r
r th place
^    ^ !n ^ !1 ^    ^ !n
+fhrVk!r; !ri!1 ^    ^ !n ^ !1 ^    ^ !r
r th place
^    ^ !n
= +Vk (f) vol
Therefore the rough Laplacian would be
R ()
=  projEn;n













rVjV j ; Vk vol + f 
rV kV r; Vr 
rVjV j ; Vkvol
+f

rV kVr; V r 
rVjV j ; Vkvol
+Vk (f)

rVjV j ; V k vol + f
rVkV r; Vr 
rVjV j ; V kvol
+f

rVkVr; V r 






rVjV r; V a vol + f
rVjVr; V a DrV jV r; VaEvol
 f
D
rV jV r; V a
E 




rV jV r; Vr
E 




rV jVr; V a
E 
rVjV r; Vavol   fDrV jVr; VaE 
rVjV r; V avol
 f
D
rV jVr; V r
E 




rV kV r; Vr 
rVjV j ; Vkvol + f
rV kVr; V r 
rVjV j ; Vkvol
+f

rVkV r; Vr 
rVjV j ; V kvol + f
rVkVr; V r 






















rV jV a; Vr
E 
rVjVa; V rvol   fDrV jVr; VaE 




rVjV r; Va DrV jVr; V aE vol + f
rVjV r; V a DrV jVr; VaE vol
 f




rV jV a; Vr
E 
rVjVa; V rvol
If we simplify again, we nally obtain
R () = 0:




=  V a (projEn;n (rVa ())) + 2

rV aVa; Vb V b ()
+2

rV aVb; Vc!b ^ V c (Va ())
=  V a (projEn;n (rVa ())) + 2

rV aVa; Vb V b ()
 2 
rV aVa; Vc V c ()
=  V a (Va (f) vol)
= ( 1)n+a Va (f)!1 ^    ^ !n ^ !1 ^    ^ \!a
a th place
^    ^ !n
) Va (f) = 0
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For any @ harmonic (n; n) form  2 En;n, the Hodge Laplacian vanishes H (harmonic) = 0













and so the Weitzenbock formula simplies to

























Then using the identities for any (n; n) form
!j ^ Vi () = ji
!j ^ V i () = 
j
i





!j ^ !b ^ Vi (Va ()) = jabi  ji ba







The curvature operator F (R) : En;n ! En;n simplies to
F (R) () = +


RVjVkV j ; V k

:




























rV jVj ; Vk
E 
rVaV k; V a








rV jVj ; Vk
E 
rVaV k; V a:








rV jVj ; Vk
E 
rVaV k; V a :
The previous remarks imply the following proposition:








rV jVj ; Vk
E 
rVaV k; V a :
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2.4 Vanishing Theorems and Plurigenera of a compact com-
plex manifold
We rst give the denition of a diagonally dominant matrix.
Denition 2.4.1 [Diagonally Dominant Matrix]A matrix A = (aij) is said to be diagonally dom-
inant if for every row of the matrix, the magnitude of each diagonal entry in a row is larger than
or equal to the sum of the magnitudes of all the other (non-diagonal) entries in that row. More





for all i where aij denotes the entry in the i th row and j th column.
We will use the following Horns lemma in our vanishing theorems.
Lemma 2.4.1 [Horn] Every Hermitian strictly diagonally dominant matrix A = (aij) with real
non-negative diagonal entries is positive denite.
Theorem 2.4.1 (Vanishing Theorem) Let M be a compact complex mfd. Let  2 Hp;q be any
harmonic (p; q) form. If



































and if F (R) () is strictly diagonally dominant then p;q has to vanish.
Proof 2.4.1 For any harmonic (p; q) form, the Weitzenbock formula becomes


























F (R) () is a hermitian matrix and if F (R) () is strictly diagonally dominant, then by Horns
lemma F (R) () is positive denite and so (F (R) () ; )L2 > 0 and if



































then this implies  2 Hp;q has to vanish. 
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Remark 2.4.1 (F (R) () ; )L2 is a hermitian matrix and the diagonal of the hermitian matrix
consists of biholomorphic sectional curvature, isotropic curvature and sectional curvature terms.



































Riijj (; )L2 +
3
4
(Rijij +Rijij +Rijij +Rijij) (; )L2 :
Theorem 2.4.2 LetM be a compact complex manifold. Let  2 Hp;0 be any harmonic (p; 0) form.
If M admits positive isotropic curvature and if
















then  has to vanish.








RVjVkV j ; V k

p;0
which the curvature terms are independent from the coe¢ cients of the (p; 0) form and so it becomes
a diagonal matrix where the diagonal entries are sums of isotropic curvature terms times p;0 and
since M admits positive isotropic curvature, i.e.


























Then the Weitzenbock formula simplies to


























this implies p;0 has to vanish. 
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Theorem 2.4.3 Let M be a compact complex manifold of complex dimension n. If M admits
positive isotropic curvature, i.e.


RViVjV i; V j

> 0; then pg = 0:




RViVjV i; V j

> 0:
Let  2 Hn;0 be an (n; 0) harmonic form, then the Weitzenbock formula simplies to
0 = 2R () + F (R) () :







RViVjV i; V j





RViVjV i; V j















> 0 and since R is positive semi-denite, thus we
have pg = hn;0 = 0: 
Denition 2.4.3 The arithmetic genus of a complex manifold of complex dimension n is dened
by the quantity
pa = h
n;0   hn 1;0 +   + ( 1)n 1 h1;0:
Theorem 2.4.4 Let M be a compact complex manifold of complex dimension n: If M admits
positive isotropic curvature, i.e.































for each p = 1; :::; n  1 then pa = 0:




RViVjV i; V j
































for each p = 1; :::; n 1 and since F (R)  p;0 = 
RViVjV i; V jp;0 simplies to a diagonal matrix
where the entries are isotropic curvature terms which are independent from p;0 and since M

















this implies hp;0 = 0 for each p = 1; :::; n: Thus we have
pa = h
n;0   hn 1;0 +   + ( 1)n 1 h1;0 = 0:

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2.5 Existence of an hypothetical integrable almost complex
structure on S6
Denition 2.5.1 The irregularity of a complex manifold of complex dimension n is dened by the
quantity
q = h0;1
Theorem 2.5.1 (Gray) If the six-dimensional sphere S6 has a hypothetical integrable complex
structure then the irregularity of S6 would be nonzero.










Corollary 2.5.1 Let M = S6 be the six-dimensional sphere and let  2 E0;1  S6 be any harmonic


















































then this implies the nonexistence of a hypothetical integrable almost complex structure on S6 for
the given conditions.
Proof 2.5.1 Assume S6 has integrable almost complex structure and let  2 E0;1  S6 be any
harmonic (0; 1) form on S6: Then by our main vanishing theorem for the case of p = 0; q = 1 if


















































this implies that  has to vanish and therefore q = h0;1 = 0 and but this contradicts with Grays
result for the existence of hypothetical integrable almost complex structure. Thus for the given




Analysis on a Compact Complex
6-dimensional Manifold
Let Ep;q be the space of (p; q) forms on a compact complex 2n-dimensional manifold. Then there
exists a spectral sequence (FSS) that relates the Dolbeault cohomology groups of the complex
manifold to its Hodge-deRham cohomology groups:
Theorem 3.0.2 [Frölicher] Given a complex manifold M of complex dimension n; there is a
spectral sequence converging strongly to HDR(M;C) with (E
p;q











: Furthermore, HDR(M;C) = p+q=kEp;qn+2:
The deRham cohomology can be written as the direct sum of the kernels and the cokernels
of the di¤erentials of the Frölicher spectral sequence [Frölicher]. In particular, if M is a compact




bk = b0   b1 + b2   b3 + b4   b5 + b6
If we assume the manifold is connected, then b0 = 1 and again by the Poincaré duality b6 = 1:
So we would like to provide vanishing theorems for some of the Dolbeault cohomology groups and
by using them and the Frölicher spectral sequence, wed like to obtain (M6):
The following proposition was stated without a proof in [Wells] for any compact complex
manifold of any complex dimension. We prove it for a compact complex manifold of complex
dimension 3.
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Proposition 3.0.1 Let M be a compact connected complex non-Kähler 6-dimensional manifold.
Then  (M) =
P
0p;q3 ( 1)p+q hp;q where hp;q is the Hodge number for each 0  p; q  3:
Proof 3.0.2 Then the rst page of the (FSS) would be as below:
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0! E3;0 d0! E3;1 d0! E3;2 d0! E3;3 0! 0
0
0! E2;0 d0! E2;1 d0! E2;2 d0! E2;3 0! 0
0
0! E1;0 d0! E1;1 d0! E1;2 d0! E1;3 0! 0
0
0! E0;0 d0! E0;1 d0! E0;2 d0! E0;3 0! 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
The groups on the rst page are the Dolbeault cohomology groups:









































0 0 0 0 0 0
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or in other words









































0 0 0 0 0 0
Now set the rank of Hp;q := hp;q; rank(ker dp;q1 ) = k
p;q
1 ; rank(Im d
p;q
1 ) = i
p;q
1 such that 0  kp;q1 
hp;q and 0  ip;q1  hp+1;q: If the complex manifold is connected, then we have h0;0 = 1 and
h3;3 = 1 .
We have i0;01 = 0 since otherwise we had to have h
0;0 = 0: Similarly, we have i2;31 = 0 since
otherwise we had to have h3;3 = 0:
i0;01 = 0; i
1;0
1 = h
1;0   k1;01 ; i2;01 = h2;0   k2;01 ; i3;01 = 0;
i0;11 = h
0;1   k0;11 ; i1;11 = h1;1   k1;11 ; i2;11 = h2;1   k2;11 ; i3;11 = 0;
i0;21 = h
0;2   k0;21 ; i1;21 = h1;2   k1;21 ; i2;21 = h2;2   k2;21 ; i3;21 = 0;
i0;31 = h
0;3   k0;31 ; i1;31 = h1;3   k1;31 ; i2;31 = 0; i3;31 = 0:





the second page would be equal to




































0 0 0 0 0 0
Then we have the following maps on the second page:
0 ! Ck0;31 d
0;3
2 ! Ck2;21  h1;2+k1;21 ! 0
0 ! Ck1;31  h0;3+k0;31 d
1;3
2 ! Ch3;2 h2;2+k2;21 ! 0
0 ! Ck0;21 d
0;2
2 ! Ck2;11  h1;1+k1;11 ! 0
0 ! Ck1;21  h0;2+k0;21 d
1;2
2 ! Ch3;1 h2;1+k2;11 ! 0
0 ! Ck0;11 d
0;1
2 ! Ck2;01  h1;0+k1;01 ! 0
0 ! Ck1;11  h0;1+k0;11 d
1;1
2 ! Ch3;0 h2;0+k2;01 ! 0
Now lets denote rank(ker dp;q2 ) = k
p;q
2 ; rank(Im d
p;q
2 ) = i
p;q
2 such that 0  kp;q2  kp;q1 and
0  ip;q2  kp+2;q 11   hp+1;q 1 + kp+1;q 11 : Then we have
i0;12 = k
0;1
1   k0;12 ; i1;12 = k1;11   h0;1 + k0;11   k1;12 ;
i0;22 = k
0;2
1   k0;22 ; i1;22 = k1;21   h0;2 + k0;21   k1;22 ;
i0;32 = k
0;3
1   k0;32 ; i1;32 = k1;31   h0;3 + k0;31   k1;32
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1  h1;2+k1;21  k0;31 +k0;32 Ch3;2 h2;2+k
2;2







1  h1;1+k1;11  k0;21 +k0;22 Ch3;1 h2;1+k
2;1





1  h1;0+k1;01  k0;11 +k0;12 Ch3;0 h2;0+k
2;0
1  k1;11 +h0;1 k0;11 +k1;12
Then we have the following maps on the third page:
0 ! Ck0;32 d
0;3
3 ! Ch3;1 h2;1+k2;11  k1;21 +h0;2 k0;21 +k1;22 ! 0
0 ! Ck0;22 d
0;2
3 ! Ch3;0 h2;0+k2;01  k1;11 +h0;1 k0;11 +k1;12 ! 0
Now we denote rank(ker dp;q3 ) = k
p;q
3 ; rank(Im d
p;q
3 ) = i
p;q
3 such that 0  kp;q3  kp;q2 and
0  ip;q3  hp+3;q 2   hp+2;q 2 + kp+2;q 21   kp+1;q 11 + hp;q 1   kp;q 11 + kp+1;q 12 : Then we have
i0;32 = k
0;3
2   k0;33 ;
i0;22 = k
0;2
2   k0;23 ;


















1  h1;2+k1;21  k0;31 +k0;32 Ch3;2 h2;2+k
2;2







1  h1;1+k1;11  k0;21 +k0;22 Ch3;1 h2;1+k
2;1





1  h1;0+k1;01  k0;11 +k0;12 Ch3;0 h2;0+k
2;0
1  k1;11 +h0;1 k0;11 +k1;12  k0;22 +k0;23
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And it stabilizes at the fourth page since there exist no more nontrivial maps.
So we can use the Frölichers theorem to obtain the betti numbers now:
b1 = k1;01 + k
0;1
2
b2 = k2;01   h1;0 + k1;01   k0;11 + k0;12 + k1;12 + k0;23
b3 = h3;0   h2;0 + k2;01   k1;11 + h0;1   k0;11 + k1;12   k0;22 + k0;23
+k2;11   h1;1 + k1;11   k0;21 + k0;22 + k1;22 + k0;33
b4 = h3;1   h2;1 + k2;11   k1;21 + h0;2   k0;21 + k1;22   k0;32 + k0;33
+k2;21   h1;2 + k1;21   k0;31 + k0;32 + k1;32
b5 = h3;2   h2;2 + k2;21   k1;31 + h0;3   k0;31 + k1;32 + h2;3   h1;3 + k1;31
Thus we get the Euler number of the complex manifold as





























h3;2   h2;2 + k2;21   k1;31 + h0;3   k0;31 + k1;32 + h2;3   h1;3 + k1;31

+ 1
= 2 + h2;0 + h1;1 + h0;2 + h3;1 + h2;2 + h1;3
 h1;0   h0;1   h3;0   h2;1   h1;2   h3;2   h0;3   h2;3:

Theorem 3.0.3 Let M be a compact complex 6-dimensional manifold. Assume for each harmonic
(p; q) = (1; 0); (0; 1); (2; 1); (1; 2); (3; 2); (2; 3) forms, F (R)p;q is strictly diagonally dominant
and the condition hold


































then the FSS stabilizes at the second page and also  (M) > 0:
Proof 3.0.3 Assume for each harmonic (p; q) = (1; 0); (0; 1); (2; 1); (1; 2); (3; 2); (2; 3) forms,
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F (R)p;q is strictly diagonally dominant and the condition hold


































then by the Vanishing theorems for the corresponding Dolbeault cohomology groups are equal to 0.
Then the rst page of the (FSS) would be as below:
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0! E3;0 d0! E3;1 d0! E3;2 d0! E3;3 0! 0
0
0! E2;0 d0! E2;1 d0! E2;2 d0! E2;3 0! 0
0
0! E1;0 d0! E1;1 d0! E1;2 d0! E1;3 0! 0
0
0! E0;0 d0! E0;1 d0! E0;2 d0! E0;3 0! 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
The groups on the rst page are the Dolbeault cohomology groups:
0




































1! H3;0 = 0 d
3;0
1 =0! 0
or in other words
0
0! 0 0! Ch1;3 0! 0 0! Ch3;3 = C 0! 0
0
0! Ch0;2 0! 0 0! Ch2;2 0! 0 0! 0
0
0! 0 0! Ch1;1 0! 0 0! Ch3;1 0! 0
0
0! Ch0;0 = C 0! 0 0! Ch2;0 0! 0 0! 0
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Now lets denote the rank of Hp;q = hp;q; rank(ker dp;q1 ) = k
p;q
1 ; rank(Im d
p;q
1 ) = i
p;q
1 such that
0  kp;q1  hp;q and 0  ip;q1  hp+1;q: In particular, if we assume that the complex manifold
is connected. Then we have h0;0 = 1 and h3;3 = 1: Due to the assumption that all hp;q with
p + q = 2m + 1 are all zero, all the boundary maps have to be zero maps, thus the FSS stabilizes
and we obtain the Betti numbers as equal to
b1 = 0; b2 = h2;0 + h1;1 + h0;2; b3 = 0;
b4 = h3;1 + h2;2 + h1;3; b5 = 0
Thus we get the Euler number of the complex manifold as
 (M) = b0   b1 + b2   b3 + b4   b5 + b6
= 2 +
 




h3;1 + h2;2 + h1;3



















if C = G+H and F = K + L and so on.
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We use the following lemma in our computations for the Laplacians.
Lemma A.0.1 Let  be a (p; q) form. Then for any vector elds X;Y; we have
rX (Y ) = Y (rX) + rXY 
Proof A.0.4 Let  be a (p; q) form and X;Y be any two vector elds. For (1; 0) type vector
elds Vi1 ; : : : ; Vip and (0; 1) type vector elds V j1 ; : : : ; V jq ; we have
rX (Y )
 






Vi1 ; : : : ; Vip ; V j1 ; : : : ; V jq

  ( 1)r (Y )
 
Vi1 ; : : : ;rXVir ; : : : ; Vip ; V j1 ; : : : ; V jq

  ( 1)p+s (Y )
 






Y; Vi1 ; : : : ; Vip ; V j1 ; : : : ; V jq

+
 rXY; Vi1 ; : : : ; Vir ; : : : ; Vip
  ( 1)r   Y; Vi1 ; : : : ;rXVir ; : : : ; Vip ; V j1 ; : : : ; V jq
  ( 1)p+s   Y; Vi1 ; : : : ; Vip ; V j1 ; : : : ;rXV js ; : : : ; V jq
= Y (rX)
 




Vi1 ; : : : ; Vip ; V j1 ; : : : ; V jq

A.1 Hodge Laplacian of a (p; q) form
Let  2 Ep;q be any (p; q) form, using the denitions for @ and @ in 1.4 and 1.9, the Hodge
Laplacian of the (p; q) form would be equal to
H () = @
  @ () + @  @ ()
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 rVa  !j ^ projp 1;q+1  rVj () (h4)
+2

rV aVa; Vb V b !j ^ projp;q rV j () (h5)
+2

rV aVb; Vc!b ^ V c Va !j ^ projp;q rV j () (h6)
+2

rV aVa; Vb V b  !j ^ projp 1;q+1  rVj () (h7)
+2
























































































If we apply the covariant derivative and the interior products, we have


































































rV aVa; Vb V b  !j ^ projp;q rV j () (h5a)
 2 
rV aVa; Vb!j ^ V b projp;q rV j () (h5b)
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 2 
rV aVb; Vc!b ^ V c !j ^ Va projp;q rV j () (h6)
 2 
rV aVa; Vb!j ^ V b  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (h7)
+2

rV aVb; Vc!b ^ V c  Va  !j ^ projp 1;q+1  rVj () (h8a)
 2 













































































rV jVj ; Vi
E




























rV arV jVi; Vk
E









































































If we separate the necessary covariant derivative terms into (1,0) and (0,1) directions and apply






rV a!j ; !k!k + 
















rVa!j ; !k!k + 
















rV a!j ; !k!k + 













rVa!j ; !k!k + 











rV aVa; Vb V b  !j ^ projp;q rV j () (h5a)
 2 
rV aVa; Vb!j ^ V b projp;q rV j () (h5b)
 2 
rV aVb; Vc!b ^ V c  !j ^ Va projp;q rV j () (h6a)
+2

rV aVb; Vc!b ^ !j ^ V c Va projp;q rV j () (h6b)
 2 























































 rV a  projp;q  rVj () (h11a)
 !a ^ projEp;q 1








 rVa  projp;q  rVj () (h12a)
 !a ^ projEp 1;q

















rV aVi; VkV k + 
rV aVi; V kVkE V i () (h13b)
+2!a ^ projEp;q 1
D
rV jVj ; Vi
E
V i
 rV a () (h13c1)
+2!a ^ projEp;q 1
D















rV jVj ; hrVaVi; VkiV k +

rVaVi; V kVkE V i () (h14b)
+2!a ^ projEp 1;q
D
rV jVj ; Vi
E












rV arV jVi; Vk
E









rV aVk; VbV b + 





rV a!i; !b!b + 





!i ^ V k
 
Vj






























rV jVi; hrVaVk; VbiV b +






rVa!i; !b!b + 




























Separate the necessary covariant derivative terms into (1,0) and (0,1) directions and apply the
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interior products and take the projections to obtain
H () = +

rV aVj ; Va projp;q rV j () (h1a1)
  













rVkVj ; V k projp;q rV j () (h2a1)
+































 rV a  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (h3b2)
+

rVaV j ; Vk!k ^ V a  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (h4a)
+!j ^ V a
 
projp 1;q+1
 rVa  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (h4b)
+2

rV aVa; Vj projp;q rV j () (h5a)
 2 
rV aVa; Vb!j ^ V b projp;q rV j () (h5b)
 2 
rV aVb; Vj!b ^ Va projp;q rV j () (h6a)
+2

rV aVb; Vc!b ^ !j ^ V c Va projp;q rV j () (h6b)
 2 





































 !a ^ V j
 
projp;q
 rV a  projp;q  rVj () (h11a)
  
rV aV j ; Vk!a ^ V k  projp;q  rVj () (h11b)
 !a ^ V j
 
projp 1;q+1
 rVa  projp;q  rVj () (h12a)
  




rV arV jVj ; Vi
E
!a ^ V i () (h13a)
+2
D
rV jVj ; Vk
E 
rV aVi; V k!a ^ V i () (h13b1)
+2
D
rV jVj ; V k
E 
rV aVi; Vk!a ^ V i () (h13b2)
+2
D
rV jVj ; Vi
E
!a ^ V i
 
projp;q
 rV a () (h13c1)
+2
D
rV jVj ; Vi
E 
rV aV i; Vk!a ^ V k () (h13c2)
+2
D
rV jVj ; Vi
E
!a ^ V i (projp 1;q+1 (rVa ())) (h14c1)
+2
D
rV jVj ; Vi
E 
rVaV i; V k!a ^ Vk () (h14c2)
+2
D
rV arV jVi; Vk
E







rV jVi; V b
E 








































!a ^ !i ^ V k
 







rVaV k; V b!a ^ !i ^  Vb  Vj () (h16d3)
Thus if we relabel the terms, we have
H () =  !a ^ V j
 
projp;q
 rV a  projp;q  rVj () (h11a$ H1)


































  !a ^ V j
 
projp 1;q+1
 rVa  projp;q  rVj () (h12a$ H5)
+ !j ^ V a
 
projp 1;q+1
 rVa  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (h4b$ H6)
  !j ^ Va
 
projp;q
 rV a  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (h3b2$ H7)

























 rVj () (h3b1$ H10)
+ 2
D
rV arV jVj ; Vi
E
!a ^ V i () (h13a$ H11)
+ 2
D
rV arV jVi; Vk
E







rV aVa; Vj projp;q rV j () (h1a1 + h5a$ H13)
  





!b ^ V c
 
projp 1;q+1
 rVj () (h8a$ H15)
+

rV aVj ; Vk!k ^ Va projp;q rV j () (h1a2 + h6a$ H16)
  
rVaV j ; V k!a ^ Vk  projp;q  rVj () (h12b$ H17)
+

rVaV j ; Vk!k ^ V a  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (h4a$ H18)
+

rV aVj ; V k!a ^ Vk projp+1;q 1 rV j () (h9b$ H19)
  
rV aV j ; Vk!a ^ V k  projp;q  rVj () (h11b$ H20)
+

rVaVj ; V k!k ^ V a projp;q rV j () (h2a2$ H21)
+ 2
D
rV jVj ; V k
E 
rV aVi; Vk!a ^ V i () (h13b2$ H22)
+ 2
D
rV jVj ; Vi
E 
rVaV i; V k!a ^ Vk () (h14c2$ H23)
+ 2
D
rV jVi; V b
E 




















rVaV k; V b!a ^ !i ^  Vb  Vj () (h16d3$ H28)
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and the rest of the terms vanish as
(h5b) + (h13c1) = 0; (h6b) + (h15d1) = 0
(h7) + (h14c1) = 0; (h8b) + (h16d1) = 0
(h13b1) + (h13c2) = 0; (h15b2) + (h15d3) = 0
A.2 Kähler Laplacian of a (p; q) form
Let  2 Ep;q be any (p; q) form, using the denitions for @K and @K in 1.11 and 1.13, the Kähler
Laplacian is given by









































































rVaV a; V c!c ^ Vj projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k7)
+2

rVaV a; V c!c ^ V j  projp;q  rVj () (k8)
 2 
rVaV a; V c!c ^ DrV jVk; ViE!j ^ V k  V i () (k9)
 2 
rVaV b; V c!a ^ !c ^ Vb Vj projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k10)
+2

rVaV b; V c!a ^ !c ^ Vb V j  projp;q  rVj () (k11)
 2 
rVaV b; V c!a ^ !c ^ Vb DrV jVk; ViE!j ^ V k  V i () (k12)
+

rVaV b; V c!c ^ !b ^ V a Vj projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k13)
  
rVaV b; V c!c ^ !b ^ V a V j  projp;q  rVj () (k14)
+



































 rVa  !j ^ projp 1;q+1  rVj () (k20)
+











rVjV j ; V k!k ^  (k23)
 2 
rV aVc; Vb!a ^ V c  V b  










rVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ Vi () (k26)
 2 
rV aVc; Vb!a ^ V c  V b  














rVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V j () (k29)
+

rV aVc; Vb!a ^ V c V b 
rVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V j () (k30)
If we apply the covariant derivatives and the interior products and use the commutativity
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property between these two operators, we have

































rV arV jVk; Vi
E







































































































rVaV a; V c!c ^ Vj projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k7)
+2

rVaV a; V c!c ^ V j  projp;q  rVj () (k8)
 2 
rVaV a; V c DrV jVk; ViE!c ^ !j ^ V k  V i () (k9)
 2 
rVaV b; V c!a ^ !c ^ Vb Vj projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k10)
+2

rVaV b; V c!a ^ !c ^ Vb V j  projp;q  rVj () (k11)
+2

rVaV b; V c DrV jVk; ViE!a ^ !c ^ !j ^ Vb  V k  V i () (k12)
+

rVaV b; V c!c ^ !b ^ V a Vj projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k13)
  




rVjV b; V c DrV jVk; ViE!c ^ !b ^ V k  V i () (k15a)
  











































rV aVc; Vb!a ^ V c V b  !j ^ projp;q rV j () (k18a)
  



































































rVjV j ; V k!k ^rVa (k23d)
 2 
rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV j ; V k!a ^ V c  V b  !k ^  (k24a)
+2

rV aVc; Vb 



















































rVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^rVa (Vi ()) (k26e)
+2

rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ V c  !j ^ V b  !k ^ Vi () (k27a)
 2 
rV aVc; Vb 


















































rVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^rVa V j () (k29e)
+

rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ V c V b  !k ^ !i ^ V j () (k30a)
  
rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ V c !k ^ V b  !i ^ V j () (k30b)
+

rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ V c !k ^ !i ^ V b V j () (k30c)
If we apply the covariant derivatives and the interior products and use the commutativity prop-
erty between these two operators and separate the necessary terms into (1,0) and (0,1) components,
we have





















 !a ^ V j
 
projp;q
 rV a  projp;q  rVj () (k2a)
 !a ^ projEp;q 1








rV arV jVk; Vi
E









rV aVi; V b!a ^ !j ^ V k  V i () (k3b1)
+
D
rV jVk; V b
E 







































































 rVa  projp;q  rVj () (k5a)
 !a ^ projEp 1;q

























!j ^ V k
 


























rVaV a; V c!c ^ Vj projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k7)
+2

rVaV a; V c!c ^ V j  projp;q  rVj () (k8)
 2 
rVaV a; V c DrV jVk; ViE!c ^ !j ^ V k  V i () (k9)
 2 
rVaV b; V c!a ^ !c ^ Vb Vj projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k10)
+2

rVaV b; V c!a ^ !c ^ Vb V j  projp;q  rVj () (k11)
+2

rVaV b; V c DrV jVk; ViE!a ^ !c ^ !j ^ Vb  V k  V i () (k12)
+

rVaV b; V c!c ^ !b ^ V a Vj projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k13)
  




rVjV b; V c DrV jVk; ViE!c ^ !b ^ V k  V i () (k15a)
  



































 ^ projp;q rVa projp;q rV j () (k17b1)













rV aVc; Vj!a ^ V c projp;q rV j () (k18a)
  
rV aVj ; Vb!a ^ V b projp;q rV j () (k18b1)
+





























rVa!j ; !b!b ^ projp 1;q+1  rVj () (k20a2)
+!j ^ V a
 
projp 1;q+1
 rVa  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (k20b)
+

rV aVc; Vb!a ^ !j ^ V c  V b  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (k21)
 2 
rVjV j ; V k Va  projp+1;q  
rV a!k; !b!b ^  (k22c1)
 2 
rVjV j ; V k Va  projp+1;q  
rV a!k; !b!b ^  (k22c2)
 2 
rVjV j ; V k Va  projp+1;q  !k ^rV a (k22d)
+2

rVarVjV j ; V k V a  !k ^  (k23a)
+2

rVjV j ; 
rVaV k; V bVb + 
rVaV k; VbV b V a  !k ^  (k23b)
+2

rVjV j ; V k V a  projp;q+1  
rVa!k; !b!b ^  (k23c1)
+2

rVjV j ; V k V a  projp;q+1  
rVa!k; !b!b ^  (k23c2)
+2

rVjV j ; V k V a  projp;q+1  !k ^rVa (k23d)
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 2 
rV aVc; Vk 
rVjV j ; V k!a ^ V c () (k24a)
+2

rV aVk; Vb 
rVjV j ; V k!a ^ V b () (k24b1)
 2 
rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV j ; V k!a ^ !k ^ V c  V b () (k24b2)
 2 
rVjV i; V k Va  projp+1;q  
rV a!j ; !b!b ^ !k ^ Vi () (k25c1)
 2 
rVjV i; V k Va  projp+1;q  
rV a!j ; !b!b ^ !k ^ Vi () (k25c2)
 2 
rVjV i; V k Va  projp+1;q  !j ^ 
rV a!k; !b!b ^ Vi () (k25d1)
 2 
rVjV i; V k Va  projp+1;q  !j ^ 
rV a!k; !b!b ^ Vi () (k25d2)
 2 
rVjV i; V k Va  !j ^ !k ^ projEp;q 1  Vi  rV a () (k25e1)
 2 
rVjV i; V k Va !j ^ !k ^ projEp;q 1 rV aVi () (k25e2)
+2





rVaV k; V bVb + 
rVaV k; VbV b V a  !j ^ !k ^ Vi () (k26b)
+2

rVjV i; V k V a  projp;q+1  
rVa!j ; !b!b ^ !k ^ Vi () (k26c1)
+2

rVjV i; V k V a  projp;q+1  
rVa!j ; !b!b ^ !k ^ Vi () (k26c2)
+2

rVjV i; V k V a  projp;q+1  !j ^ 
rVa!k; !b!b ^ Vi () (k26d1)
+2

rVjV i; V k V a  projp;q+1  !j ^ 
rVa!k; !b!b ^ Vi () (k26d2)
+2

rVjV i; V k V a  !j ^ !k ^ projEp 1;q (Vi (rVa ())) (k26e1)
+2

rVjV i; V k V a  !j ^ !k ^ projEp 1;q  rVaVi () (k26e2)
+2

rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ V c  !j ^ V b  !k ^ Vi () (k27a)
 2 
rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ V c  !j ^ !k ^ V b (Vi ()) (k27b)
+

rVjV i; V k Va projp+1;q 
rV a!k; !b!b ^ !i ^ V j () (k28c1)
+

rVjV i; V k Va projp+1;q 
rV a!k; !b!b ^ !i ^ V j () (k28c2)
+

rVjV i; V k Va projp+1;q !k ^ 
rV a!i; !b!b ^ V j () (k28d1)
+

rVjV i; V k Va projp+1;q !k ^ 
rV a!i; !b!b ^ V j () (k28d2)
+

rVjV i; V k Va projp+1;q !k ^ !i ^ V j  rV a () (k28e1)
+

rVjV i; V k Va projp+1;q !k ^ !i ^ rV aV j () (k28e2)
  
rVarVjV i; V k V a !k ^ !i ^ V j () (k29a)
  
rVjV i; 
rVaV k; V bVb + 
rVaV k; VbV b V a !k ^ !i ^ V j () (k29b)
  
rVjV i; V k V a projp;q+1 
rVa!k; !b!b ^ !i ^ V j () (k29c1)
  
rVjV i; V k V a projp;q+1 
rVa!k; !b!b ^ !i ^ V j () (k29c2)
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  
rVjV i; V k V a projp;q+1 !k ^ 
rVa!i; !b!b ^ V j () (k29d1)
  
rVjV i; V k V a projp;q+1 !k ^ 
rVa!i; !b!b ^ V j () (k29d2)
  
rVjV i; V k V a projp;q+1 !k ^ !i ^ V j (rVa ()) (k29e1)
  
rVjV i; V k V a projp;q+1 !k ^ !i ^ rVaV j () (k29e2)
+

rV aVc; Vk 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !i ^ V c V j () (k30a1)
  
rV aVc; Vk 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !i ^ V c V j () (k30a2)
  
rV aVc; Vi 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ V c  !k ^ V j () (k30b1)
+

rV aVc; Vi 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !k ^ V c V j () (k30b2)
+

rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ V c  !k ^ !i ^ V b V j () (k30c1)
  
rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !k ^ V c  !i ^ V b V j () (k30c2)
+

rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !k ^ !i ^ V c V b V j () (k30c3)
Apply the covariant derivatives and the interior products and use the commutativity property
between these two operators and separate the necessary terms into (1,0) and (0,1) components
yielding














rV aVj ; V b!a ^ Vb projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k1b)
 !a ^ V j
 
projp;q
 rV a  projp;q  rVj () (k2a)
  
rV aV j ; Vb!a ^ V b  projp;q  rVj () (k2b)
+
D
rV arV jVk; Vi
E









rV aVi; V b!a ^ !j ^ V k  V i () (k3b1)
+
D
rV jVk; V b
E 






































 !a ^ V j
 
projp 1;q+1
 rVa  projp;q  rVj () (k5a)
  





!a ^ !j ^ V k
 












rVaV i; V b!a ^ !j ^ V k (Vb ()) (k6d3)
 2 
rVaV a; V c!c ^ Vj projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k7)
+2

rVaV a; V c!c ^ V j  projp;q  rVj () (k8)
 2 
rVaV a; V c DrV jVk; ViE!c ^ !j ^ V k  V i () (k9)
 2 
rVaV b; V c!a ^ !c ^ Vb Vj projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k10)
+2

rVaV b; V c!a ^ !c ^ Vb V j  projp;q  rVj () (k11)
+2

rVaV b; V c DrV jVk; ViE!a ^ !c ^ !j ^ Vb  V k  V i () (k12)
+

rVaV b; V c!c ^ !b ^ V a Vj projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k13)
  
rVaV b; V c!c ^ !b ^ V a V j  projp;q  rVj () (k14)
+

rVjV b; V c DrV jVk; ViE!c ^ !b ^ V k  V i () (k15a)
  
rVaV b; V c DrV jVk; ViE!c ^ !b ^ !j ^ V a  V k  V i () (k15b)
+

rV aVj ; Vb Va  !b ^ projp;q rV j () (k16a1a)
  













rVaVj ; V b V a  !b ^ projp;q rV j () (k17a2a)
+





 ^ projp;q rVa projp;q rV j () (k17b1)













rV aVc; Vj!a ^ V c projp;q rV j () (k18a)
  
rV aVj ; Vb!a ^ V b projp;q rV j () (k18b1)
+













rVaV j ; Vb!b ^ V a  projp;q+1  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (k20a1)
+!j ^ V a
 
projp 1;q+1
 rVa  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (k20b)
+

rV aVc; Vb!a ^ !j ^ V c  V b  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (k21)
 2 
rVjV j ; V k 
rV aVk; Vb Va  !b ^  (k22c1a)
+2

rVjV j ; V k 
rV aVk; Vb!b ^ Va () (k22c1b)
+2

rVjV j ; V k!k ^ Va  projp+1;q 1  rV a (k22d)
+2

rVarVjV j ; V k V a  !k ^  (k23a1)
 2 
rVarVjV j ; V k!k ^ V a () (k23a2)
+2

rVjV j ; Vb 
rVaV k; V b V a  !k ^  (k23b1)
+2

rVjV j ; V b 
rVaV k; Vb V a  !k ^  (k23b2)
 2 
rVjV j ; Vb 
rVaV k; V b!k ^ V a () (k23b3)
 2 
rVjV j ; V b 
rVaV k; Vb!k ^ V a () (k23b4)
+2

rVjV j ; V k 
rVaVk; V b V a  !b ^  (k23c2a)
 2 
rVjV j ; V k 
rVaVk; V b!b ^ V a () (k23c2b)
+2

rVjV j ; V k V a  !k ^ projp;q (rVa) (k23d1)
 2 
rVjV j ; V k!k ^ V a (projp;q (rVa)) (k23d2)
 2 
rV aVc; Vk 
rVjV j ; V k!a ^ V c () (k24a)
+2

rV aVk; Vb 
rVjV j ; V k!a ^ V b () (k24b1)
 2 
rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV j ; V k!a ^ !k ^ V c  V b () (k24b2)
 2 
rVjV i; V k 
rV aVk; Vb Va  !j ^ !b ^ Vi () (k25d1a)
+2

rVjV i; V k 
rV aVk; Vb!j ^ Va  !b ^ Vi () (k25d1b)
 2 
rVjV i; V k 
rV aVk; Vb!j ^ !b ^ Va (Vi ()) (k25d1c)
 2 
rVjV i; V k Va  !j ^ !k ^ Vi  projp+1;q 1  rV a () (k25e1a)
 2 
rVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ Va  Vi  projp+1;q 1  rV a () (k25e1b)
 2 
rVjV i; V k 
rV aVi; Vb Va  !j ^ !k ^ V b () (k25e2a)
 2 
rVjV i; V k 
rV aVi; Vb!j ^ !k ^ Va  V b () (k25e2b)
 2 
rVarVjV i; V k!j ^ V a  !k ^ Vi () (k26a1)
+2

rVarVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ V a (Vi ()) (k26a2)
 2 
rVjV i; Vb 
rVaV k; V b!j ^ V a  !k ^ Vi () (k26b1)
 2 
rVjV i; V b 




rVjV i; Vb 
rVaV k; V b!j ^ !k ^ V a (Vi ()) (k26b3)
+2

rVjV i; V b 
rVaV k; Vb!j ^ !k ^ V a (Vi ()) (k26b4)
 2 
rVjV i; V k 
rVaV j ; Vb!b ^ V a  !k ^ Vi () (k26c1a)
+2

rVjV i; V k 
rVaV j ; Vb!b ^ !k ^ V a (Vi ()) (k26c1b)
 2 
rVjV i; V k 
rVaVk; V b!j ^ V a  !b ^ Vi () (k26d2a)
+2

rVjV i; V k 
rVaVk; V b!j ^ !b ^ V a (Vi ()) (k26d2b)
 2 
rVjV i; V k!j ^ V a  !k ^ Vi (projp;q (rVa ())) (k26e1a)
+2

rVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ V a (Vi (projp;q (rVa ()))) (k26e1b)
 2 
rVjV i; V k 
rVaVi; V b!j ^ V a  !k ^ Vb () (k26e2a)
+2

rVjV i; V k 
rVaVi; V b!j ^ !k ^ V a (Vb ()) (k26e2b)
 2 
rV aVc; Vk 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !j ^ V c (Vi ()) (k27a)
+2

rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !j ^ V c  !k ^ V b (Vi ()) (k27b1)
 2 
rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !j ^ !k ^ V c  V b (Vi ()) (k27b2)
+

rVjV i; V k 
rV aVk; Vb Va  !b ^ !i ^ V j () (k28c1a)
+

rVjV i; V k 
rV aVk; Vb!b ^ !i ^ Va V j () (k28c1b)
  
rVjV i; V k 
rV aVi; Vb!k ^ Va  !b ^ V j () (k28d1a)
+

rVjV i; V k 
rV aVi; Vb!k ^ !b ^ Va V j () (k28d1b)
+

rVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ Va V j  projp+1;q 1  rV a () (k28e1)
  
rVarVjV i; V k V a  !k ^ !i ^ V j () (k29a1)
+

rVarVjV i; V k!k ^ V a  !i ^ V j () (k29a2)
  
rVarVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V a V j () (k29a3)
  
rVjV i; Vb 
rVaV k; V b V a  !k ^ !i ^ V j () (k29b1)
  
rVjV i; V b 
rVaV k; Vb V a  !k ^ !i ^ V j () (k29b2)
+

rVjV i; Vb 
rVaV k; V b!k ^ V a  !i ^ V j () (k29b3)
+

rVjV i; V b 
rVaV k; Vb!k ^ V a  !i ^ V j () (k29b4)
  
rVjV i; Vb 
rVaV k; V b!k ^ !i ^ V a V j () (k29b5)
  
rVjV i; V b 
rVaV k; Vb!k ^ !i ^ V a V j () (k29b6)
  
rVjV i; V k 
rVaVk; V b V a  !b ^ !i ^ V j () (k29c2a)
+

rVjV i; V k 
rVaVk; V b!b ^ V a  !i ^ V j () (k29c2b)
  
rVjV i; V k 
rVaVk; V b!b ^ !i ^ V a V j () (k29c2c)
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  
rVjV i; V k 
rVaVi; V b V a  !k ^ !b ^ V j () (k29d2a)
+

rVjV i; V k 
rVaVi; V b!k ^ V a  !b ^ V j () (k29d2b)
  
rVjV i; V k 
rVaVi; V b!k ^ !b ^ V a V j () (k29d2c)
  
rVjV i; V k V a  !k ^ !i ^ V j (projp;q (rVa ())) (k29e1a)
+

rVjV i; V k!k ^ V a  !i ^ V j (projp;q (rVa ())) (k29e1b)
  
rVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V a V j (projp;q (rVa ())) (k29e1c)
  
rVjV i; V k 
rVaV j ; Vb V a  !k ^ !i ^ V b () (k29e2a)
+

rVjV i; V k 
rVaV j ; Vb!k ^ V a  !i ^ V b () (k29e2b)
  
rVjV i; V k 
rVaV j ; Vb!k ^ !i ^ V a  V b () (k29e2c)
+

rV aVc; Vk 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ V c  !i ^ V j () (k30a1)
  
rV aVc; Vk 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !i ^ V c V j () (k30a2)
  
rV aVc; Vi 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ V c  !k ^ V j () (k30b1)
+

rV aVc; Vi 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !k ^ V c V j () (k30b2)
+

rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ V c  !k ^ !i ^ V b V j () (k30c1)
  
rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !k ^ V c  !i ^ V b V j () (k30c2)
+

rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !k ^ !i ^ V c V b V j () (k30c3)
Thus if we relabel the terms, the Kähler Laplacian becomes












 !a ^ V j
 
projp;q


































 !a ^ V j
 
projp 1;q+1




 rV a  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (k19b2$ K7)
+!j ^ V a
 
projp 1;q+1



















rVkrVjV j ; V k (k23a1$ K11)
 2 
rVarVjV j ; V k!k ^ V a () (k23a2$ K12)
 2 
rVkrVjV i; V k!j ^ Vi () (k26a1$ K13)
  
rVkrVjV i; V k!i ^ V j () (k29a1$ K14)
+
D
rV arV jVk; Vi
E







rVirVjV i; V k!k ^ V j () (k29a2$ K16)
  
rVarVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V a V j () (k29a3$ K17)
+2

rVarVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ V a (Vi ()) (k26a2$ K18)
+

rV aVj ; Va projp;q rV j () (k16a1a$ K19)
  
rVaVj ; V a projp;q rV j () (k17a2a$ K20)
+2

rVjV j ; V a projp;q (rVa) (k23d1$ K21)
  
rV aVj ; Vb!b ^ Va projp;q rV j () (k16a1b$ K22)
  
rVaV j ; V b!a ^ Vb  projp;q  rVj () (k5b$ K23)
 2 
rVjV i; V a!j ^ Vi (projp;q (rVa ())) (k26e1a$ K24)
  
rV aV j ; Vb!a ^ V b  projp;q  rVj () (k2b$ K25)
+

rVaVj ; V b!b ^ V a projp;q rV j () (k17a2b$ K26)
+

rV aVc; Vj!a ^ V c projp;q rV j () (k18a$ K27)
  
rV aVj ; Vb!a ^ V b projp;q rV j () (k18b1$ K28)
  
rVjV i; V a!i ^ V j (projp;q (rVa ())) (k29e1a$ K29)
+

rVjV a; V k!k ^ V j (projp;q (rVa ())) (k29e1b$ K30)
 2 
rVjV i; V k!k ^ Vi projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k25e1a$ K31)
+

rV aVj ; V b!a ^ Vb projp+1;q 1 rV j () (k1b$ K32)
+

rVaV j ; Vb!b ^ V a  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (k20a1$ K33)
 2 
rVjV j ; V k 
rV aVk; Va (k22c1a$ K34)
+2

rVjV j ; Vb 
rVkV k; V b (k23b1$ K35)
+2

rVjV j ; V k 
rV aVk; Vb!b ^ Va () (k22c1b$ K36)
 2 
rVjV i; V k DrV jVk; VbE!b ^ Vi () (k25d1a$ K37)
+2

rVjV i; V k 
rV aVk; Va!j ^ Vi () (k25d1b$ K38)
 2 
rVjV i; Vb 
rVkV k; V b!j ^ Vi () (k26b1$ K39)
 2 
rVjV i; V k 
rVkV j ; Vb!b ^ Vi () (k26c1a$ K40)
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 2 
rVjV i; V a 
rVaVi; V b!j ^ Vb () (k26e2a$ K41)
 2 
rVjV j ; Vb 
rVaV k; V b!k ^ V a () (k23b3$ K42)
 2 
rV aVc; Vk 
rVjV j ; V k!a ^ V c () (k24a$ K43)
+2

rV aVk; Vb 
rVjV j ; V k!a ^ V b () (k24b1$ K44)
 2 
rVjV i; V k DrV jVi; VbE!k ^ V b () (k25e2a$ K45)
+

rVjV i; V k 
rV aVk; Va!i ^ V j () (k28c1a$ K46)
  
rVjV i; V k 
rV aVi; Va!k ^ V j () (k28d1a$ K47)
  
rVjV i; Vb 
rVkV k; V b!i ^ V j () (k29b1$ K48)
+

rVjV i; Vb 
rViV k; V b!k ^ V j () (k29b3$ K49)
  
rVjV i; V k 
rVkVi; V b!b ^ V j () (k29d2a$ K50)
+

rVjV i; V k 
rVaVi; V a!k ^ V j () (k29d2b$ K51)
  
rVjV i; V a 
rVaV j ; Vb!i ^ V b () (k29e2a$ K52)
+

rVjV a; V k 
rVaV j ; Vb!k ^ V b () (k29e2b$ K53)
+2

rV aVi; Vk 





rV aVj ; V b!a ^ !b ^ V k  V i () (k3c1$ K55)
+

rVjV b; V c DrV jVk; ViE!c ^ !b ^ V k  V i () (k15a$ K56)
  
rVjV i; V k 
rVaV j ; Vb!k ^ !i ^ V a  V b () (k29e2c$ K57)
 2 
rV aVc; Vk 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !i ^ V c V j () (k30a2 + k30b2$ K58)
+2

rV aVk; Vb 










rVaV i; V b!a ^ !j ^ V k (Vb ()) (k6d3$ K61)
 2 
rVjV i; V k 
rV aVi; Vb!j ^ !k ^ Va  V b () (k25e2b$ K62)
+2

rVjV i; Vb 
rVaV k; V b!j ^ !k ^ V a (Vi ()) (k26b3$ K63)
+2

rVjV i; V k 
rVaV j ; Vb!b ^ !k ^ V a (Vi ()) (k26c1b$ K64)
+2

rVjV i; V k 
rVaVi; V b!j ^ !k ^ V a (Vb ()) (k26e2b$ K65)
 2 
rV aVc; Vb 
rVjV i; V b!a ^ !j ^ V c (Vi ()) (k27a$ K66)
+2

rV aVk; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !j ^ V b (Vi ()) (k27b1$ K67)
+

rVjV i; V k 
rV aVk; Vb!b ^ !i ^ Va V j () (k28c1b$ K68)
+

rVjV i; V k 
rV aVi; Vb!k ^ !b ^ Va V j () (k28d1b$ K69)
 2 
rVjV i; V k 
rV aVk; Vb!j ^ !b ^ Va (Vi ()) (k25d1c$ K70)
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Here we have
(k3b1) + (k3b2) + (k3d2) + (k3d3) = 0; (k3d1) + (k18b2) = 0
(k7) + (k22d) = 0; (k6d1) + (k21) = 0
(k8) + (k23d2) = 0; (k9) + (k24b2) = 0
(k10) + (k25e1b) = 0; (k11) + (k26e1b) = 0
(k12) + (k27b2) = 0; (k13) + (k28e1) = 0
(k14) + (k29e1c) = 0; (k15b) + (k30c3) = 0
(k23b2) + (k23c2a) = 0; (k23b4) + (k23c2b) = 0
(k26b2) + (k26d2a) = 0; (k26b4) + (k26d2b) = 0
(k29b2) + (k29c2a) = 0; (k29b4) + (k29c2b) = 0
(k29b5) + (k29d2c) = 0; (k29b6) + (k29c2c) = 0






























rVaV a; V c!c ^ 
+4
D




rVaV b; V c!a ^ !c ^ Vb ()
 2
D








































































rV jVj ; Vc
E 
rVaV a; V c
 4
D
rV jVj ; Vi
E 
rVaV a; V c!c ^ V i ()
+4
D
rV jVj ; Vb
E 










rVaV b; V c!j ^ V a ()
 4
D
rV jVj ; Vc
E 





rVaV a; V c!i ^ Vj ()
+4

rV aVi; Vc 
rVaV b; V c!i ^ Vb ()
+4
D
rV jVj ; Vi
E 





rVaV a; V c!i ^ !c ^ V k  Vj ()
 4 
rV aVi; Vk 















rVaV b; V c!i ^ !a ^ Vj (Vb ())
 2
D
rV jVj ; Vi
E 












































rVaV a; V c!c ^ DrV jVj ; ViE V i ()
+4

rVaV a; V c!c ^ DrV jVi; VkE!i ^ V k  Vj ()
 2 
rVaV a; V c!c ^ DrV jVi; VkE!j ^ V i  V k ()
+4

rVaV b; V c!a ^ !c ^ Vb DrV jVj ; ViE V i ()
+4

rVaV b; V c!a ^ !c ^ Vb DrV jVi; VkE!i ^ V k  Vj ()
 2 
rVaV b; V c!a ^ !c ^ Vb DrV jVi; VkE!j ^ V i  V k ()
 2 
rVaV b; V c!c ^ !b ^ V a DrV jVj ; ViE V i ()
 2 
rVaV b; V c!c ^ !b ^ V a DrV jVi; VkE!i ^ V k  Vj ()
+

rVaV b; V c!c ^ !b ^ V a DrV jVi; VkE!j ^ V i  V k ()
= +4

rVaV a; V c DrV jVj ; ViE!c ^ V i ()
+4

rVaV a; V c DrV jVi; VkE!c ^ !i ^ V k  Vj ()
+4

rVaV b; V c DrV jVj ; ViE!a ^ !c ^ Vb  V i ()
+4

rVaV i; V c DrV jVi; VkE!a ^ !c ^ V k  Vj ()
 2 
rVaV a; V c DrV jVi; VkE!c ^ !j ^ V i  V k ()
 2 
rVaV b; V c DrV jVj ; ViE!c ^ !b ^ V a  V i ()
+

rVjV b; V c DrV jVi; VkE!c ^ !b ^ V i  V k ()
 4 
rVaV b; V c DrV jVi; VkE!a ^ !c ^ !i ^ Vb  V k  Vj ()
+2

rVaV b; V c DrV jVi; VkE!a ^ !c ^ !j ^ Vb  V i  V k ()
+2

rVaV b; V c DrV jVi; VkE!c ^ !b ^ !i ^ V a  V k  Vj ()
  
rVaV b; V c DrV jVi; VkE!c ^ !b ^ !j ^ V a  V i  V k ()
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rV jVj ; Vc
E 
rVaV a; V c (A)
+4
D
rV jVj ; Vb
E 










rVaV b; V c!j ^ V a () (D)
 4
D
rV jVj ; Vc
E 





rVaV a; V c!i ^ Vj () (F )
+4

rV aVi; Vc 





rVaV b; V c!i ^ !a ^ Vj (Vb ()) (H)
 4 
rV aVi; Vk 

























rVjV b; V c!c ^ !b ^ V i  V k () (N)




































































rVaV c; V b!b ^ !c ^ V a DrV jVk; ViE!j ^ V k  V i
=

rVaV c; V b DrV jVk; ViE!b ^ !c ^ V a  !j ^ V k  V i
  
rVaV c; V b DrV jVk; ViE!b ^ !c ^ !j ^ V a  V k  V i
=

rVjV c; V b DrV jVk; ViE!b ^ !c ^ V k  V i
  



















rVaV c; V b!j ^ !b ^ V i  V a () (P )
+

rVjV c; V b DrV jVk; ViE!b ^ !c ^ V k  V i (Q)
If we dene T2 : Ep;q ! Ep+1;q by




!j ^ !k ^ V i ()

















































rVaV b; V c!b ^ Vc V a 2DrV jVi; VkE!j ^ !k ^ V i ()
= +4

rVaV b; V c DrV jVi; VkE!b ^ Vc  V a  !j ^ !k ^ V i ()
+4

rVaV b; V c DrV jVi; VkE!b ^ Vc  !j ^ !k ^ V a  V i ()
= +4

rVjV b; V c DrV jVi; VkE!b ^ Vc  !k ^ V i ()
+4

rVaV b; V c DrV jVi; VkE!b ^ Vc  !j ^ !k ^ V a  V i ()
= +4

rVjV b; V k DrV jVi; VkE!b ^ V i ()
 4 
rVjV b; V c DrV jVi; VkE!b ^ !k ^ Vc  V i ()
 4 
rVaV b; V k DrV jVi; VkE!b ^ !j ^ V a  V i ()
+4

rVaV b; V c DrV jVi; VkE!b ^ !j ^ !k ^ Vc  V a  V i ()
































rVjV b; V c!b ^ !k ^ Vc  V i () (U)
A.4 Proof of the Weitzenbock Formula for a (p; q) form
Theorem A.4.1 Let  2 Ep;q be any (p; q) form on a compact complex manifold and let K ;H ;R :
Ep;q ! Ep;q be the Laplacians on M dened in equations [2.1] and let L@
; ; T1; T2 be the
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algebraic tensors dened in equation [1.7], equation [2.6], equation [2.8], respectively. Then we
have the following Weitzenbock formula
K () + H ()  2R ()


























where F (R) () : Ep;q ! Ep;q is the curvature operator given by
F (R) () = +2
D
RVaV jV d; Vc
E
!j ^ !c ^ V a (Vd ())
+2
D
RV aVjVc; V j
E
!a ^ V c () + 2


RVaVjV j ; V k

!k ^ V a ()
+2
D
RVaV jVc; V d
E














RV aV jVk; Vi
E









RVaVjV i; V k





Proof A.4.1 Claim 1: We have the following terms canceling each other:
(K23) + (K24) + (H17) = 0; (K19) + (H13) = 0
(K9) + (H9)  2 (R1) = 0; (K22) + (H16) = 0
(K20) + (H14)  2 (R3) = 0; (H16) + (H17) = 0
(K21)  2 (R4) = 0





RV aV jVk; Vi
E









RVaVjV i; V k








rV arV jVk; Vi
E








rV arV jVk; Vi
E






rV arV jVk; Vi
E







rV arV jVk; Vi
E






rV jrV aVk; Vi
E







rV arV jVk; Vi
E








rV jrV aVk; Vi
E








r[V a;V j]Vk; Vi
E






r[V a;V j]Vk; Vi
E








RV aV jVk; Vi
E







rV aV j ; Vb 





rV jV a; Vb
E 








rVarVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V a V j ()  12 




rVarVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V a V j ()  12 




rVarVjV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V a V j ()+ 12 





r[Va;Vj ]V i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V a V j ()  12 






RVaVjV i; V k









rVaVj ; V b 





rVjVa; V b 
rVbV i; V k!k ^ !i ^ V a V j () (K17c)





RV aV jVk; Vi
E









rV bVk; Vi 











RVaVjV i; V k










rVbV i; V k 





rVbV i; V k 
rVjVa; V b!k ^ !i ^ V a V j () (K17b)
Finally if we switch the roles of the indices a and j in (K15b) and (K17b) then we get
(K15a) + (K55) + (K15b) = 0
(K17a) + (K57) + (K17b) = 0





RV aV jVk; Vi
E









RVaVjV i; V k






Claim 3: (K11) could be written as
+2

rVkrVjV j ; V k (K11)
= +

rVkrVjV j ; V k (K11a)
+

rVjrVkV k; V j (K11b)
= +

rVkrVjV j ; V k (K11a)
  
rVjrVkV j ; V k (K11b1)
  
rVjV j ;rVkV k (K11b2)
  
rVkV jrVj ; V k (K11b3)
= +

rVkrVjV j ; V k (K11a)
  
rVjrVkV j ; V k (K11b1)
  
rVjV j ; Vb 
rVkV k; V b (K11b2a)
  
rVjV j ; V b 
rVkV k; Vb (K11b2b)
  
rVkV j ; Vb 
rVjV k; V b (K11b3a)
  
rVkV j ; V b 
rVjV k; Vb (K11b3b)
  
RVjVkV j ; V k (K11a+K11b1  a)
and we have the following cancelations
0 = (K11a+K11b1  b1) + (K11a+K11b1  b2) + (K11b3a) + (K11b3b)
0 = (K11b2a) + (K11b2b) + (K35)
So the term (K11) is equal to
(K11) =   
RVjVkV j ; V k (K11a+K11b1  a)
  
rVbV j ; V k 
rVjVk; V b (K11a+K11b1  b1)
+

rVbV j ; V k 
rVkVj ; V b (K11a+K11b1  b2)
  
rVkV k; V b 
rVjV j ; Vb (K11b2a)
  
rVjV j ; V b 
rVkV k; Vb (K11b2b)
  
rVjV k; V b 
rVkV j ; Vb (K11b3a)
  
rVkV j ; V b 
rVjV k; Vb (K11b3b)
Claim 4:
  
rVkrVjV i; V k!i ^ V j () (K14)
+

rVirVjV i; V k!k ^ V j () (K16)
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If we switch the roles of i and k in (K14) ; j and a in both (K14) and (K16) rst we have
  
rVirVaV k; V i!k ^ V a () (K14)
+

rVirVaV i; V k!k ^ V a () (K16)
then switching i to j in both (K14) and (K16) gives
  
rVjrVaV k; V j!k ^ V a () (K14)
+

rVjrVaV j ; V k!k ^ V a () (K16)
= +2

rVjrVaV j ; V k!k ^ V a () (K14 +K16  c1)
+

rVaV j ;rVjV k!k ^ V a () (K14 +K16  c2)
+

rVjV j ;rVaV k!k ^ V a () (K14 +K16  c3)
= +2

rVjrVaV j ; V k!k ^ V a () (K14 +K16  c1)
+

rVjV k; Vb 
rVaV j ; V b!k ^ V a () (K14 +K16  c2a)
+

rVjV k; V b 
rVaV j ; Vb!k ^ V a () (K14 +K16  c2b)
+

rVaV k; Vb 
rVjV j ; V b!k ^ V a () (K14 +K16  c3a)
+

rVaV k; V b 
rVjV j ; Vb!k ^ V a () (K14 +K16  c3b)
this with the term (K12) gives
=  2 
RVaVjV j ; V k!k ^ V a () (K12 + (K14 +K16  c1)  a)
 2 
rVbV j ; V k 
rVaVj ; V b!k ^ V a () (K12 + (K14 +K16  c1)  b1)
+2

rVbV j ; V k 
rVjVa; V b!k ^ V a () (K12 + (K14 +K16  c1)  b2)
+2

rVaV j ; V b 
rVjV k; Vb!k ^ V a () (K14 +K16  c2a)
+2

rVjV k; V b 
rVaV j ; Vb!k ^ V a () (K14 +K16  c2b)
+2

rVjV j ; V b 
rVaV k; Vb!k ^ V a () (K14 +K16  c3a)
+2

rVaV k; V b 
rVjV j ; Vb!k ^ V a () (K14 +K16  c3b)
We also have some of the terms combined with other terms
 2 
rVjV i; V b 
rVbVi; V k!k ^ V j () (K50) + (K16a2)
 2 
rVjV i; V b 
rVkV k; Vb!i ^ V j () (K16b1) + (K92)
 2 
rVkV k; V b 
rVjV i; Vb!i ^ V j () (K16b2) + (K48)
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which give the following cancellations
0 = (K12 + (K14 +K16  c1)  b2) + (K52) + (K53)
0 = (K12 + (K14 +K16  c1)  b1) + (K14 +K16  c2b)
0 = (K14 +K16  c2a) + (K50) + (K16a2)
0 = (K14 +K16  c3a) + (K16b2) + (K48)
0 = (K14 +K16  c3b) + (K42)
0 = (K16b1) + (K51)
So if we combine the Laplacians in the following way, use the remarks 1-4 then label the terms,
we get
H () + K ()  2R ()





































 2!a ^ V j
 
projp 1;q+1
 rVa  projp;q  rVj () (K6 +H5 !W5)
+2!j ^ V a
 
projp 1;q+1
 rVa  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (K8 +H6 !W6)
 2!a ^ V j
 
projp;q
 rV a  projp;q  rVj () (K2 +H1 !W7)































!b ^ V c
 
projp 1;q+1
 rVj () (H15 !W11)
+2

rVaV j ; Vb!b ^ V a  projp 1;q+1  rVj () (K33 +H18 !W12)
+2

rV aVj ; V b!a ^ Vb projp+1;q 1 rV j () (K32 +H19 !W13)
 2 
rVjV i; V k!k ^ Vi projp+1;q 1 rV j () (K31 !W14)
 2 
rV aV j ; Vb!a ^ V b  projp;q  rVj () (K25 +H20 !W15)
+2

rVjV a; V k!k ^ V j (projp;q (rVa ())) (K29 +K30 !W16)
+2

rVaVj ; V k!k ^ V a projp;q rV j () (K26 +H21 !W17)
+2

rV aVb; Vj!a ^ V b projp;q rV j () (K27 +K28 !W18)
+2
D
rV arV jVj ; Vi
E
!a ^ V i () (H11 !W19)
+2
D
rV arV jVi; Vk
E






rVkrVjV i; V k!j ^ Vi () (K13 !W21)
+2

rVarVjV i; V k!j ^ !k ^ V a (Vi ()) (K18 !W22)
  
RVjVkV j ; V k ((K11a+K11b1)  a !W23)
 2 





RV aV jVk; Vi
E










RVaVjV i; V k







rV aVk; Va 
rVjV j ; V k (K34 !W27)
+2

rV aVk; Vb 










rVaV k; V i!a ^ Vk () (K38 +H23 !W30)
+2

rV aVi; Vk 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ V j () (K54 !W31)
+4

rV aVk; Vc 
rVjV j ; V k!a ^ V c () (K43 +K44 !W32)
+2

rV aVk; Va 





rVjV i; V k!k ^ V b () (K45 !W34)
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 2 
rVkV k; V b 
rVjV i; Vb!j ^ Vi () (K39 !W35)
 2 
rVjV i; V k 
rVkV j ; Vb!b ^ Vi () (K40 !W36)
 2 
rVjV i; V a 
rVaVi; V b!j ^ Vb () (K41 !W37)
+2






rVjV i; V c!c ^ !i ^ V k  V b () (K56 !W39)
+4

rV aVk; Vc 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ !i ^ V c V j () (K58 +K59 !W40)
 4 
rV aVk; Vb 





rVaV k; V b!a ^ !j ^ Vb  V i ()





rVaV k; V b!a ^ !b ^ Vj  V i () (H27 +K62 !W43)
+2

rV aVk; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!b ^ !i ^ Va V j () (K68 +K69 !W44)
+2

rVaV k; V b 
rVjV i; Vb!j ^ !k ^ V a (Vi ()) (K63 !W45)
+2

rVjV i; V k 
rVaV j ; Vb!b ^ !k ^ V a (Vi ()) (K64 !W46)
+2

rVjV i; V k 
rVaVi; V b!j ^ !k ^ V a (Vb ()) (K65 !W47)
+2











rV aVj ; V b!a ^ !i ^ V k (Vb ()) (H26 !W50)
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First we simplify the terms from (W1) to (W10) : If we take the rst covariant derivatives, we
would get
(W1) through (W10)
=  2!j ^ Va
 
projp+1;q 1









rV j!ir ; !c
E
!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place











rV j!js ; !d
E
!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place











rV j!js ; !d
E
!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place






 rV a  IJ 
rVj!ir ; !d!i1 ^   
^ !d
r th place











rV j!js ; !d
E
!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq

(W4)
 2!a ^ V j
 
projp 1;q+1
 rVa  Vj  IJ!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W5a)




rVj!ir ; !c!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W5b)




rVj!js ; !c!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place








rVj!ir ; !b!i1 ^   
^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W6)
 2!a ^ V j
 
projp;q
 rV a  Vj  IJ!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W7a)
 2!a ^ V j
 
projp;q
 rV a  IJ 
rVj!ir ; !d!i1 ^   
^ !d
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W7b)
 2!a ^ V j
 
projp;q
 rV a  IJ 
rVj!js ; !b!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq

(W7c)
+2!j ^ V a
 
projp;q
 rVa  V j  IJ!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W8a)








rV j!ir ; !c
E
!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W8b)








rV j!js ; !d
E
!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place









rV j!js ; !d
E
!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place









rVj!ir ; !d!i1 ^   
^ !d
r th place




Then if we apply the second covariant derivatives and the interior products, this gives
(W1) through (W10)






rV a!js ; !c!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place







rV j!ir ; !c
E 
rV a!js ; !d!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place







rV j!js ; !d
E 
rV a!ju ; !c!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place







rV j!js ; !d
E 
rV a!d; !c!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place








 DrV jVjs ; VdE!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place







rV arV jVjs ; Vd
E
!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place







rV jVjs ;rV aVd
E
!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place







rV jVjs ; Vd
E 
rV a!ir ; !c!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place







rV jVjs ; Vd
E 
rV a!d; !c!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place








rV jVjs ; Vd
E 
rV a!ju ; !c!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !c
u th place







rVj!ir ; !d 
rV a!d; !c!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place







rVj!ir ; !d 
rV a!js ; !c!i1 ^   
^ !d
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place







rV j!js ; !d
E 
rVa!ir ; !c!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place







rV j!js ; !d
E 
rVa!d; !c!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq

(W4b)






rVa!ir ; !c!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W5a)




rVj!ir ; !c 
rVa!it ; !b!i1 ^   
^ !b
t th place
^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W5b1)




rVj!ir ; !c 
rVa!c; !b!i1 ^   
^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W5b2)




rVj!js ; !b 
rVa!ir ; !c!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place










rVj!ir ; !b!i1 ^   
^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W6a)




rVarVj!ir ; !b!i1 ^   
^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W6b)




rVj!ir ;rVa!b!i1 ^   
^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W6c)




rVj!ir ; !b 
rVa!it ; !c!i1 ^   
^ !c
t th place
^    ^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W6d)




rVj!ir ; !b 
rVa!b; !c!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W6e)




rVj!ir ; !b 
rVa!js ; !c!i1 ^   
^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq

(W6f)








!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W7a1)






rV a!ir ; !c!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W7a2)






rV a!js ; !c!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq

(W7a3)






rVj!ir ; !b!i1 ^   
^ !b
r th place








rV arVj!ir ; !b!i1 ^   
^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W7b2)




rVj!ir ;rV a!b!i1 ^   
^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W7b3)




rVj!ir ; !b 
rV a!b; !c!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W7b4)




rVj!ir ; !b 
rV a!it ; !c!i1 ^   
^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !c
t th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W7b5)




rVj!ir ; !b 
rV a!js ; !c!i1 ^   
^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq

(W7b6)






rVj!js ; !b!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq

(W7c1)




rV arVj!js ; !b!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq

(W7c2)




rVj!js ;rV a!b!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq

(W7c3)




rVj!js ; !b 
rV a!ir ; !c!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place








rVj!js ; !b 
rV a!ju ; !c!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq

(W7c5)




rVj!js ; !b 
rV a!b; !c!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq

(W7c6)








!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W8a1)






rVa!ir ; !b!i1 ^   
^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W8a2)






rVa!js ; !b!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq

(W8a3)





 DrV j!ir ; !cE!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W8b1)




rVarV j!ir ; !c
E
!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W8b2)






!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W8b3)




rV j!ir ; !c
E 
rVa!it ; !b!i1 ^   
^ !b
t th place
^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq

(W8b4)




rV j!ir ; !c
E 
rVa!c; !b!i1 ^   
^ !b
r th place








rV j!ir ; !c
E 
rVa!js ; !b!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place





rVarV j!js ; !d
E
aju ( 1)p+u 1!j^!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ \!ju
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c2a)
+2IJ
D
rVarV j!js ; !d
E
ad ( 1)p+s 1!j^!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ \!d
s th place





aju ( 1)p+u 1!j^!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ \!ju
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place





ad ( 1)p+s 1!j^!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ \!d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c3b)
+2IJ
D
rV j!js ; !d
E 
rVa!ir ;!b aju ( 1)p+u 1!j^!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!ju
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c4a)
+2IJ
D
rV j!js ; !d
E 
rVa!ir ;!b ad ( 1)p+s 1!j^!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c4b)
+2IJ
D
rV j!js ; !d
E 
rVa!ju ; !b ajx ( 1)p+x 1!j^!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1^    ^ \!jx
x th place
^    ^ !b
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c5a)
+2IJ
D
rV j!js ; !d
E 
rVa!ju ; !b ab ( 1)p+u 1!j^!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ \!b
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place




rV j!js ; !d
E 
rVa!ju ; !b ad ( 1)p+s 1!j^!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1^    ^ !b
u th place
^   ^ \!d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c5c)
+2IJ
D
rV j!js ; !d
E 
rVa!d; !b aju ( 1)p+u 1!j^!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1^    ^ \!ju
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c6a)
+2IJ
D
rV j!js ; !d
E 
rVa!d; !b ab ( 1)p+s 1!j^!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c6b)
+2IJ
D
rV j!js ; !d
E 
rVj!ir ;!b!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place
^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W9a)
+2IJ
D
rV j!js ; !d
E 
rVj!d; !b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W9b)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ; V d DrV jVd; VcE!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W10a)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ; V d DrV jVjs ; VcE ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1 ! ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W10b)





 DrV irVjs ; VcE ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1 !i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place





rV aVjs ; Va ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place




rV jV ir ; Vc
ED
rV itVjs ; Vd
E
( 1)2(p+s+t) 1 !i1 ^    ^ !d
t th place
^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W1b1)
 2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Va
E 
rV aVjs ; Vd ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W1b2)
 2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Vc
E 
rV aVjs ; Va ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W1b3)
 2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V d
ED
rV irVju ; Vc
E
( 1)2(p+u+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W1c1a)
 2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V d
E 
rV aVju ; Va ( 1)2(p+u 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W1c1b)
 2IJ
D




( 1)2(p+s+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W1c2a)
 2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V d
E 
rV aVd; Va ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^   ^!ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place




 DrV irVjs ; VdE ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1 !i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place




 DrV jVjs ; VjE ( 1)2(p+s 1) !i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place




rV arV irVjs ; Vd
E
( 1)2(p+s+r) 1 !i1 ^    ^ !d
r th place
^   ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2b1)
+2IJ
D
rV arV jVjs ; Vj
E
( 1)2(p+s 1) !i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2b2)
+2IJ
D
rV irVjs ; V b
E 
rV aVd; Vb ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1 !i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2c1a)
+2IJ
D
rV irVjs ; Vb
E 
rV aVd; V b ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1 !i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2c1b)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V b
E 
rV aVj ; Vb ( 1)2(p+s 1) !i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2c2a)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vb
E 
rV aVj ; V b ( 1)2(p+s 1) !i1 ^   ^!ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2c2b)
+2IJ
D
rV itVjs ; Vd
E 
rV aV ir ; Vc ( 1)2(p+s+t) 1!i1 ^    ^ !dt th place
^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2d1)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vd
E 
rV aV ir ; Vj ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2d2)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vj
E 
rV aV ir ; Vc ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2d3)
+2IJ
D
rV irVjs ; Vd
E 
rV aV d; Vc ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place




rV jVjs ; Vd
E 
rV aV d; Vj ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2e2)
+2IJ
D
rV irVjs ; Vd
E 
rV aVju ; V c ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !c
u th place
^    ^ !jq (W2f1)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vj
E 
rV aVju ; V c ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !c
u th place
^    ^ !jq (W2f2)
 2IJ ( 1)2(r 1) 
rVjV ir ; V d 
rV aVd; Va!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W3a1)
 2IJ ( 1)2(t 1) 
rVjV ir ; V d DrV itVd; VcE!i1 ^    ^ !jt th place
^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W3a2)
 2IJ ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1 
rVjV ir ; V d 
rV aVjs ; Va!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W3b1)
 2IJ ( 1)2(p+s+r+t) 1 
rVjV ir ; V d DrV itVjs ; VcE!i1 ^    ^ !jt th place
^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W3b2)
+2IJ ( 1)2(p+r+t+s) 1
D
rV itVjs ; Vd
E 
rVaV ir ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !a
t th place
^    ^ !d
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W4a1)
+2IJ ( 1)2(p+r+s) 1
D
rV jVjs ; Vj
E 
rVaV ir ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place




rV irVjs ; Vd
E 
rVaV d; V c!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place





rVaV ir ; V j ( 1)2(r 1)!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place





rVaV ir ; V c ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W5a2)
 2IJ( 1)2(t 1) 
rVjV ir ; Vc 
rVaV it ; V j!i1 ^    ^ !a
t th place
^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W5b1a)
 2IJ( 1)2(p+s+t) 1 
rVjsV ir ; Vc 
rVaV it ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !at th place
^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W5b1b)
 2IJ( 1)2(r 1) 
rVjV ir ; Vc 
rVaV c; V j!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W5b2a)
 2IJ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1 
rVjsV ir ; Vc 
rVaV c; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ar th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W5b2b)
 2IJ( 1)2(r 1) 
rVjVjs ; V b 
rVaV ir ; V j!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W5c1)
 2IJ( 1)2(p+u+r) 1 
rVjuVjs ; V b 
rVaV ir ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !ar th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W5c2)
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 2IJ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1 
rVjVjs ; V j 
rVaV ir ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place





rVjV ir ;V a ( 1)2(r 1) !i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place





rVjV ir ;V b ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W6a2)
+2IJ

rVarVjV ir ;V a ( 1)2(r 1) !i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W6b1)
+2IJ

rVjsrVjV ir ;V b ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W6b2)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;V c 
rVaV a; Vc ( 1)2(r 1) !i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W6c1a)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;Vc 
rVaV a; V c ( 1)2(r 1) !i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W6c1b)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;V c 
rVjsV b; Vc ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W6c2a)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;Vc 
rVjsV b; V c ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place




rVjV ir ;V a 
rVaV it ; Vc ( 1)2(r 1) !i1 ^    ^ !c
t th place
^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W6d1)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;V b 
rVjsV it ; Vc ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !ct th place
^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W6d2)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;V b 
rVaVb; V a ( 1)2(r 1)!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W6e1)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;V b 
rVjsVb; V c ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W6e2)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;V a 
rVaVjs ; V c ( 1)2(r 1) !i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W6f1)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;V b 
rVaVjs ; V a ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W6f2)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;V b 
rVjuVjs ; V c ( 1)2(p+u+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
u th place
^    ^ !c
s th place







( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place





rV aV ir ; Vc ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place






rV aVjs ; V c ( 1)2(p+u 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !c
s th place





rV aVjs ; V j ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place





rVjsV ir ; Vb ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b1)
 2IJ 
rV arVjsV ir ; Vb ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b2)
 2IJ 
rVjsV ir ; V c 
rV aVb; Vc ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b3a)
 2IJ 
rVjsV ir ; Vc 
rV aVb; V c ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b3b)
 2IJ 
rVjsV ir ; Vb 
rV aV b; Vc ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^!jq (W7b4)
 2IJ 
rVjsV ir ; Vb 
rV aV it ; Vc ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !c
t th place
^    ^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^!jq (W7b5)
 2IJ 
rVjuV ir ; Vb 
rV aVjs ; V c ( 1)2(p+u 1)!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b6a)
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 2IJ 
rVjV ir ; Vb 
rV aVjs ; V j ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place





rVjuVjs ; V b ( 1)(2p+u 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^   
^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place





rVjVjs ; V j ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (WL7c1b)
 2IJ 
rV arVjuVjs ; V b ( 1)2(p+u 1) !a^!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (WL7c2a)
 2IJ 
rV arVjVjs ; V j ( 1)2(p+s 1) !i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^   
^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (WL7c2b)
 2IJ 
rVjuVjs ; V c 
rV aV b; Vc ( 1)2(p+u 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (WL7c3a)
 2IJ 
rVjVjs ; V c 
rV aV j ; Vc ( 1)2(p+s 1) !i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (WL7c3b)
 2IJ 
rVjuVjs ; V b 
rV aV ir ; Vc ( 1)2(p+u 1) !i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (WL7c4a)
 2IJ 
rVjVjs ; V j 
rV aV ir ; Vc ( 1)2(p+s 1) !i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (WL7c4b)
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 2IJ 
rVjxVjs ; V b 
rV aVju ; V c ( 1)2(p+x 1) !i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !a
x th place
^    ^ !c
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (WL7c5a)
 2IJ 
rVjVjs ; V b 
rV aVju ; V j ( 1)2(p+u 1) !i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (WL7c5b)
 2IJ 
rVjVjs ; V j 
rV aVju ; V c ( 1)2(p+s 1) !i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !c
u th place
^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (WL7c5c)
 2IJ 
rVjuVjs ; V b 
rV aVb; V c ( 1)2(p+u 1) !i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (WL7c6a)
 2IJ 
rVjVjs ; V b 
rV aVb; V j ( 1)2(p+s 1) !i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place







( 1)2(p+s 1) !i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place





rVjsV ir ; Vb ( 1)2(p+s 1) !i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place





rVjuVjs ; V b ( 1)2(p+u 1) !i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^   
^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place





rVaVjs ; V a ( 1)2(p+s 1) !i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place




 DrV jV ir ; VcE ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place




rVjsrV jV ir ; Vc
E
( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8b2)
+2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Va
E 
rVjsVc; V a ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8b3)
+2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Vc
E 
rVjsV it ; Vb ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !bt th place
^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8b4)
+2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Vc
E 
rVjsV c; Vb ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8b5)
+2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Vc
E 
rVjuVjs ; V b ( 1)2(p+u 1)!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8b6a)
+2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Vc
E 
rVaVjs ; V a ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place




 DrV jVjs ; V dE ( 1)2(p+u 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place




 DrV jVjs ; V aE ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place




rVjurV jVjs ; V d
E
( 1)2(p+u 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c2a)
+2IJ
D
rVarV jVjs ; V a
E
( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c2b)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V b
E 
rVjuV d; Vb ( 1)2(p+u 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c3a1)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vb
E 
rVjuV d; V b ( 1)2(p+u 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c3a2)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V b
E 
rVaV a; Vb ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c3b1)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vb
E 
rVaV a; V b ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c3b2)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V d
E 
rVjuV ir ;Vb ( 1)2(p+u 1)!i1 ^ ::^ !br th place^




^ :: ^ !jq (W8c4a)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V a
E 
rVaV ir ;Vb ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place




rV jVjs ; V d
E 
rVjxVju ; V b ( 1)2(p+x 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
x th place
^    ^ !b
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c5a)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V d
E 
rVaVju ; V a ( 1)2(p+u 1)!i1 ^ :: ^ !ip
^!j1 ^ ::^ !j
u th place
^ :: ^ !d
s th place
^ :: ^ !jq (W8c5b)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V a
E 
rVaVju ; V b ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^ :: ^ !ip
^!j1 ^ ::^ !b
u th place
^ :: ^ !j
s th place
^ :: ^ !jq (W8c5c)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V d
E 
rVjuVd; V b ( 1)2(p+u 1)!i1 ^ :: ^ !ip




^ :: ^ !jq (W8c6a)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V d
E 
rVaVd; V a ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c6b)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vd
E 
rVjV ir ; V b ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1!i1 ^    ^ !d
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W9a)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vd
E 
rVjV d; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W9b)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ; V d DrV jVd; VcE!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W10a)
 2IJ 
rVjV ir ; V d DrV jVjs ; VcE!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W10b)
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 DrV irVjs ; VcE!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place





rV aVjs ; Va!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W1a2)
+2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Vc
ED
rV itVjs ; Vd
E
!i1 ^    ^ !d
t th place
^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W1b1)
+2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Va
E 
rV aVjs ; Vd!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W1b2)
 2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Vc
E 
rV aVjs ; Va!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W1b3)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V d
ED
rV irVju ; Vc
E
!i1 ^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip^!j1 ^    ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W1c1a)
 2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V d
E 
rV aVju ; Va!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1^    ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W1c1b)
+2IJ
D




!i1 ^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W1c2a)
 2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V d
E 
rV aVd; Va!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place





 DrV irVjs ; VdE!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^   ^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place




 DrV jVjs ; VjE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2a2)
 2IJ
D
rV arV irVjs ; Vd
E
!i1 ^    ^ !d
r th place
^   ^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2b1)
+2IJ
D
rV arV jVjs ; Vj
E
!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2b2)
 2IJ
D
rV irVjs ; V b
E 
rV aVd; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2c1a)
 2IJ
D
rV irVjs ; Vb
E 
rV aVd; V b!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2c1b)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V b
E 
rV aVj ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2c2a)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vb
E 
rV aVj ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place




rV itVjs ; Vd
E 
rV aV ir ; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !dt th place
^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2d1)
 2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vd
E 
rV aV ir ; Vj!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2d2)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vj
E 
rV aV ir ; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2d3)
 2IJ
D
rV irVjs ; Vd
E 
rV aV d; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2e1)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vd
E 
rV aV d; Vj!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W2e2)
 2IJ
D
rV irVjs ; Vd
E 
rV aVju ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !c
u th place
^    ^ !jq (W2f1)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vj
E 
rV aVju ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !c
u th place
^    ^ !jq (W2f2)
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 2IJ 
rVjV ir ; V d 
rV aVd; Va!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W3a1)
 2IJ 
rVjV ir ; V d DrV itVd; VcE!i1 ^    ^ !jt th place
^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W3a2)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ; V d 
rV aVjs ; Va!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W3b1)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ; V d DrV itVjs ; VcE!i1 ^    ^ !jt th place
^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W3b2)
 2IJ
D
rV itVjs ; Vd
E 
rVaV ir ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !a
t th place
^    ^ !d
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W4a1)
 2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vj
E 
rVaV ir ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W4a2)
+2IJ
D
rV irVjs ; Vd
E 
rVaV d; V c!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place





rVaV ir ; V j!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place





rVaV ir ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip^!j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W5a2)
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 2IJ
rVjV ir ; Vc 
rVaV it ; V j!i1 ^    ^ !a
t th place
^   ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W5b1a)
+2IJ

rVjsV ir ; Vc 
rVaV it ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !at th place ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W5b1b)
 2IJ
rVjV ir ; Vc 
rVaV c; V j!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^   ^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W5b2a)
+2IJ

rVjsV ir ; Vc 
rVaV c; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ar th place
^   ^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W5b2b)
 2IJ 
rVjVjs ; V b 
rVaV ir ; V j!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^   ^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W5c1)
+2IJ

rVjuVjs ; V b 
rVaV ir ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !ar th place ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W5c2)
+2IJ

rVjVjs ; V j 
rVaV ir ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^   ^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place





rVjV ir ;V a!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place





rVjV ir ;V b!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip^!j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place




rVarVjV ir ;V a!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W6b1)
 2IJ 
rVjsrVjV ir ;V b!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W6b2)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;V c 
rVaV a; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W6c1a)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;Vc 
rVaV a; V c!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W6c1b)
 2IJ 
rVjV ir ;V c 
rVjsV b; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W6c2a)
 2IJ 
rVjV ir ;Vc 
rVjsV b; V c!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W6c2b)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;V a 
rVaV it ; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !c
t th place
^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W6d1)
 2IJ 
rVjV ir ;V b 
rVjsV it ; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !ct th place ^   
^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W6d2)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;V b 
rVaVb; V a!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W6e1)
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 2IJ 
rVjV ir ;V b 
rVjsVb; V c!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W6e2)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ;V a 
rVaVjs ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W6f1)
 2IJ 
rVjV ir ;V b 
rVaVjs ; V a!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W6f2)
 2IJ 
rVjV ir ;V b 
rVjuVjs ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
u th place
^    ^ !c
s th place







!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place





rV aV ir ; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place





rV aVjs ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !au th place
^    ^ !c
s th place





rV aVjs ; V j!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place






rVjsV ir ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b1)
 2IJ 
rV arVjsV ir ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b2)
 2IJ 
rVjsV ir ; V c 
rV aVb; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b3a)
 2IJ 
rVjsV ir ; Vc 
rV aVb; V c!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b3b)
 2IJ 
rVjsV ir ; Vb 
rV aV b; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b4)
 2IJ 
rVjsV ir ; Vb 
rV aV it ; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !br th place ^   
^ !c
t th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b5)
 2IJ 
rVjuV ir ; Vb 
rV aVjs ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !br th place ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b6a)
 2IJ 
rVjV ir ; Vb 
rV aVjs ; V j!i1 ^    ^ !br th place^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place






rVjuVjs ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^   
^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place





rVjVjs ; V j!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c1b)
 2IJ 
rV arVjuVjs ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !au th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2a)
 2IJ 
rV arVjVjs ; V j!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2b)
 2IJ 
rVjuVjs ; V c 
rV aV b; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !au th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c3a)
 2IJ 
rVjVjs ; V c 
rV aV j ; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c3b)
 2IJ 
rVjuVjs ; V b 
rV aV ir ; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place ^    ^ !ip




^ :: ^ !jq (W7c4a)
 2IJ 
rVjVjs ; V j 
rV aV ir ; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c4b)
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 2IJ 
rVjxVjs ; V b 





^ :: ^ !jq (W7c5a)
 2IJ 
rVjVjs ; V b 
rV aVju ; V j!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c5b)
 2IJ 
rVjVjs ; V j 
rV aVju ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !c
u th place
^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c5c)
 2IJ 
rVjuVjs ; V b 
rV aVb; V c!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c6a)
 2IJ 
rVjVjs ; V b 
rV aVb; V j!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !a
s th place







!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !j
s th place





rVjsV ir ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !br th place ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place





rVjuVjs ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !ju th place
^    ^ !b
s th place





rVaVjs ; V a!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !j
s th place





 DrV jV ir ; VcE!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place ^   
^!ip^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8b1)
+2IJ
D
rVjsrV jV ir ; Vc
E
!i1 ^    ^ !c
r th place
^   
^!ip^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8b2)
+2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Va
E 
rVjsVc; V a!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8b3)
+2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Vc
E 
rVjsV it ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !bt th place ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8b4)
+2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Vc
E 
rVjsV c; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8b5)
+2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Vc
E 
rVjuVjs ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place ^   
^!ip^!j1 ^    ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8b6a)
+2IJ
D
rV jV ir ; Vc
E 
rVaVjs ; V a!i1 ^    ^ !c
r th place
^   
^!ip^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place




 DrV jVjs ; V dE!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !ju th place
^    ^ !d
s th place




 DrV jVjs ; V aE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1^    ^ !j
s th place




rVjurV jVjs ; V d
E
!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^   ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c2a)
+2IJ
D
rVarV jVjs ; V a
E
!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c2b)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V b
E 
rVjuV d; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !ip^!j1 ^    ^ !ju th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c3a1)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vb
E 
rVjuV d; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip^!j1 ^    ^ !ju th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c3a2)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V b
E 
rVaV a; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c3b1)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vb
E 
rVaV a; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c3b2)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V d
E 
rVjuV ir ;Vb!i1 ^    ^ !br th place^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c4a)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V a
E 
rVaV ir ;Vb!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c4b)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V d
E 
rVjxVju ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jx th place
^    ^ !b
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place




rV jVjs ; V d
E 
rVaVju ; V a!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1^    ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c5b)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V a
E 
rVaVju ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1^   
^ !b
u th place
^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c5c)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V d
E 
rVjuVd; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1^    ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c6a)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; V d
E 
rVaVd; V a!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c6b)
 2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vd
E 
rVjV ir ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !d
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W9a)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vd
E 
rVjV d; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W9b)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ; V d DrV jVd; VcE!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W10a)
 2IJ 
rVjV ir ; V d DrV jVjs ; VcE!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place









!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place





rV aVjs ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place





rV aVjs ;V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7a1b)
 2IJ 
rV arVjsV ir ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !br th place ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b2)
+2IJ
D
rVjsrV jV ir ; Vc
E
!i1 ^    ^ !c
r th place
^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place




V ir ; Vb
E
!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b2 + 8b2  a)
 2IJ 
rVcV ir ; Vb 
rV aVjs ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !br th place ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b2 + 8b2  b)
 2IJ 
rV cV ir ; Vb 
rV aVjs ; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !br th place ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b2 + 8b2  c)
+2IJ

rVcV ir ; Vb 
rVjsV a; V c!i1 ^    ^ !br th place ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b2 + 8b2  d)
+2IJ

rV cV ir ; Vb 
rVjsV a; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !br th place ^   ^!ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b2 + 8b2  e)
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 2IJ 
rV arVjuVjs ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^   ^ !au th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2a)
+2IJ
D
rVjurV jVjs ; V d
E
!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^   
^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place




Vjs ; V b
E
!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2a+ 8c2a  a)
 2IJ 
rVcVjs ; V b 
rV aVju ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^   
^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2a+ 8c2a  b)
 2IJ 
rV cVjs ; V b 
rV aVju ; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^   
^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2a+ 8c2a  c)
+2IJ

rVcVjs ; V b 
rVjuV a; V c!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^   
^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2a+ 8c2a  d)
+2IJ

rV cVjs ; V b 
rVjuV a; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^   
^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2a+ 8c2a  e)
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 2IJ 
rV arVjVjs ; V j!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2b)
+2IJ
D
rVarV jVjs ; V a
E
!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c2b)
= +2IJ
D
RV aVjVjs ; V j
E
!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2b+ 8c2b  a)
 2IJ 
rV bVjs ; V j 
rV aVj ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2b+ 8c2b  b)
 2IJ 
rVbVjs ; V j 
rV aVj ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2b+ 8c2b  c)
+2IJ

rV bVjs ; V j 
rVjV a; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2b+ 8c2b  d)
+2IJ

rVbVjs ; V j 
rVjV a; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place







!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place





rVjsV j ;Va!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place





rVjsV j ;V a!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8a1b)
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rVj!ir ; !a!i1 ^   
^ !a
r th place





rVaV j ; Vb!b ^ V a  IJ 
rVj!ir ; !d!i1 ^   
^ !d
r th place





rV aVj ; V b!a ^ Vb IJ DrV j!js ; !dE!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place




rVjV i; V k!k ^ Vi IJ DrV j!js ; !dE!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place




rV aV j ; Vb!a ^ V b  Vj  IJ!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W15a)
 2 
rV aV j ; Vb!a ^ V b  IJ 
rVj!ir ; !d!i1 ^   
^ !d
r th place




rV aV j ; Vb!a ^ V b  IJ 
rVj!js ; !b!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place





rVjV a; V k!k ^ V j  Va  IJ!i1 ^   




rVjV a; V k!k ^ V j  IJ 
rVa!ir ; !d!i1 ^   
^ !d
r th place





rVjV a; V k!k ^ V j  IJ 
rVa!js ; !b!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place





rVaVj ; V k!k ^ V a  V j  IJ!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W17a)
+2

rVaVj ; V k!k ^ V a IJ DrV j!ir ; !cE!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place





rVaVj ; V k!k ^ V a IJ DrV j!js ; !dE!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place





rV aVb; Vj!a ^ V b  V j  IJ!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W18a)
+2

rV aVb; Vj!a ^ V b IJ DrV j!ir ; !cE!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place





rV aVb; Vj!a ^ V b IJ DrV j!js ; !dE!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place














rVj!ir ; !a!i1 ^   
^ !a
r th place





rVaV j ; Vb!b ^ V a  IJ 
rVj!ir ; !a!i1 ^   
^ !a
r th place





rV aVj ; V b!a ^ Vb IJ DrV j!js ; !dE!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place




rVjV i; V k!k ^ Vi IJ DrV j!js ; !dE!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place




rV aV j ; Vb!a ^ V b  Vj  IJ!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W15a)
 2 
rV aV j ; Vb!a ^ V b  IJ 
rVj!ir ; !c!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place




rV aV j ; Vb!a ^ V b  IJ 
rVj!js ; !b!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place







rVjV a; V k jjs ( 1)p+s 1!k ^ !i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!js
s th place




rVjV a; V k 
rVa!ir ; !d jjs ( 1)p+s 1!k ^ !i1 ^   
^ !d
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!js
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W16b)
+2IJ

rVjV a; V k 
rVa!js ; !b jju ( 1)p+u 1!k ^ !i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!ju
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W16c1)
+2IJ

rVjV a; V k 
rVa!js ; !b jb ( 1)p+s 1!k ^ !i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W16c2)
+2

rVaVj ; V k!k ^ V a  V j  IJ!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W17a)
+2

rVaVj ; V k!k ^ V a IJ DrV j!ir ; !cE!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place





rVaVj ; V k!k ^ V a IJ DrV j!js ; !dE!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place





rV aVb; Vj!a ^ V b  V j  IJ!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W18a)
+2

rV aVb; Vj!a ^ V b IJ DrV j!ir ; !cE!i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place





rV aVb; Vj!a ^ V b IJ DrV j!js ; !dE!i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place




If we apply the interior products, we would get
(W11) through (W18)




rVjV ir ; V a!b ^ !i1 ^   
^ \!a
r th place





rVjV ir ; V a!b ^ !i1 ^   
^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!js
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W11b)
+2IJ ( 1)r 1 ac

rVaV j ; Vb 
rVjV ir ; V c!b ^ !i1 ^   
^ \!a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W12a)
+2IJ ( 1)p+s 1 ajs

rVaV j ; Vb 
rVjV ir ; V c!b ^ !i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!js
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W12b)
+2IJ ( 1)r 1 bir

rV aVj ; V b DrV jVjs ; VdE!a ^ !i1 ^    ^ \!irr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W13a)
+2IJ ( 1)p+s 1 bd

rV aVj ; V b DrV jVjs ; VdE!a ^ !i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W13b)
 2IJ ( 1)r 1 iir

rVjV i; V k DrV jVjs ; VdE!k ^ !i1 ^    ^ \!irr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W14a)
 2IJ ( 1)p+s 1 id

rVjV i; V k DrV jVjs ; VdE!k ^ !i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!d
s th place






rV aV j ; Vb!a ^ !i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!js
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W15a)
 2IJ ( 1)p+s 1 bjs

rV aV j ; Vb 
rVjV ir ; Vc!a ^ !i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!js
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W15b)
 2IJ ( 1)p+s 1 bc

rV aV j ; Vb 
rVjVjs ; V c!a ^ !i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W15c1)
 2IJ ( 1)p+u 1 bju

rV aV j ; Vb 
rVjVjs ; V c!a ^ !i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ \!ju
u th place
^    ^ !c
s th place





rVjsV a; V k ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W16a)
+2IJ

rVjsV a; V k 
rVa!ir ; !d ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W16b)
+2IJ

rVjuV a; V k 
rVa!js ; !b ( 1)2(p+u 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W16c1)
+2IJ

rVbV a; V k 
rVa!js ; !b ( 1)2(p+s 1)!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W16c2)
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rVaVj ; V k!k ^ !i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ \!js
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W17a)
+2IJ ( 1)p+s 1 ajs

rVaVj ; V k DrV jV ir ; VcE!k ^ !i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!js
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W17b)
+2IJ ( 1)p+s 1 ad

rVaVj ; V k DrV jVjs ; V dE!k ^ !i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ \!d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W17c1)
+2IJ ( 1)p+u 1 aju

rVaVj ; V k DrV jVjs ; V dE!k ^ !i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ \!ju
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W17c2)




rV aVb; Vj!a ^ !i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ \!js
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W18a)
+2IJ ( 1)p+s 1 bjs

rV aVb; Vj DrV jV ir ; VcE!a ^ !i1 ^   
^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!js
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W18b)
+2IJ ( 1)p+s 1 bd

rV aVb; Vj DrV jVjs ; V dE!a ^ !i1 ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ \!d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W18c1)
+2IJ ( 1)p+u 1 bju

rV aVb; Vj DrV jVjs ; V dE!a ^ !i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ \!ju
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W18c2)
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rVjV ir ; V a!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place





rVjV ir ; V a!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W11b)
+2IJ ( 1)2(r 1) 
rVcV j ; Vb 
rVjV ir ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W12a)
+2IJ ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1 
rVjsV j ; Vb 
rVjV ir ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W12b)
+2IJ ( 1)2(p+r+s) 1 
rV aVj ; V ir DrV jVjs ; VdE!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W13a)
+2IJ ( 1)2(p+s 1) 
rV aVj ; V b DrV jVjs ; VbE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W13b)
 2IJ ( 1)2(p+r+s) 1 
rVjV ir ; V k DrV jVjs ; VdE!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W14a)
 2IJ ( 1)2(p+s 1) 
rVjV i; V k DrV jVjs ; ViE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place






rV aV j ; Vjs!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W15a)
 2IJ ( 1)2(p+s 1) 
rV aV j ; Vjs 
rVjV ir ; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W15b)
 2IJ ( 1)2(p+s 1) 
rV aV j ; Vb 
rVjVjs ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W15c1)
 2IJ ( 1)2(p+u 1) 
rV aV j ; Vju 
rVjVjs ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !c
s th place





rVjsV a; V k!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W16a)
+2IJ

rVjsV a; V k 
rVaV ir ; Vd!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W16b)
+2IJ

rVjuV a; V k 
rVaVjs ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W16c1)
+2IJ

rVbV a; V k 
rVaVjs ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W16c2)
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rVjsVj ; V k!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W17a)
+2IJ ( 1)2(p+s 1) 
rVjsVj ; V k DrV jV ir ; VcE!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W17b)
+2IJ ( 1)2(p+s 1) 
rVaVj ; V k DrV jVjs ; V aE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W17c1)
+2IJ ( 1)2(p+u 1) 
rVjuVj ; V k DrV jVjs ; V dE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W17c2)




rV aVjs ; Vj!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W18a)
+2IJ ( 1)2(p+s 1) 
rV aVjs ; Vj DrV jV ir ; VcE!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W18b)
+2IJ ( 1)2(p+s 1) 
rV aVb; Vj DrV jVjs ; V bE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W18c1)
+2IJ ( 1)2(p+u 1) 
rV aVju ; Vj DrV jVjs ; V dE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W18c2)






rVjV ir ; V a!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place






rVjV ir ; V a!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W11b)
+2IJ

rVcV j ; Vb 
rVjV ir ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W12a)
 2IJ 
rVjsV j ; Vb 
rVjV ir ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W12b)
 2IJ 
rV aVj ; V ir DrV jVjs ; VdE!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W13a)
+2IJ

rV aVj ; V b DrV jVjs ; VbE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W13b)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ; V k DrV jVjs ; VdE!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W14a)
 2IJ 
rVjV i; V k DrV jVjs ; ViE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place





rV aV j ; Vjs!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W15a)
 2IJ 
rV aV j ; Vjs 
rVjV ir ; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W15b)
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 2IJ 
rV aV j ; Vb 
rVjVjs ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W15c1)
 2IJ 
rV aV j ; Vju 
rVjVjs ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !c
s th place





rVjsV a; V k!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W16a)
+2IJ

rVjsV a; V k 
rVaV ir ; Vd!i1 ^    ^ !dr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W16b)
+2IJ

rVjuV a; V k 
rVaVjs ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W16c1)
+2IJ

rVbV a; V k 
rVaVjs ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place





rVjsVj ; V k!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W17a)
+2IJ

rVjsVj ; V k DrV jV ir ; VcE!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W17b)
+2IJ

rVaVj ; V k DrV jVjs ; V aE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W17c1)
+2IJ

rVjuVj ; V k DrV jVjs ; V dE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place






rV aVjs ; Vj!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W18a)
+2IJ

rV aVjs ; Vj DrV jV ir ; VcE!i1 ^    ^ !cr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W18b)
+2IJ

rV aVb; Vj DrV jVjs ; V bE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W18c1)
+2IJ

rV aVju ; Vj DrV jVjs ; V dE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W18c2)
Then we simplify the terms from (W19) to (W22) : We take the covariant derivatives and the
interior products, we would get
(W19) through (W22)
= +2 ( 1)2(p+s 1) jsi
D
rV arV jVj ; Vi
E
IJ!i1 ^   
^!ip^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W19)
+2IJirj ( 1)2(p+s+r) 1 jsk
D
rV arV jVi; Vk
E
!i1 ^   
^ !i
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a ^    ^ !jq (W20)
 2 ( 1)2(r 1) iri

rVkrVjV i; V kIJ!i1 ^   
^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W21)
+2

rVkrViV j ; V a ( 1)2(r 1) irj ( 1)2(p+s 1) jsk IJ!i1 ^   
^ !i
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W22)
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rV jrV kVk; Vjs
E
!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W19)
 2IJ
D
rV arV irVi; Vjs
E
!i1 ^    ^ !i
r th place
^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W20)
 2IJ 
rVkrVjV ir ; V k!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W21)
+2IJ

rVjsrViV ir ; V a!i1 ^    ^ !ir th place ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W22)




rV arV jVjs ; Vj
E
!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W19a)
 2IJ
D
rV jVj ;rV aVjs
E
!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W19b)
 2IJ
D
rV aVj ;rV jVjs
E
!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place




rV arV irVjs ; Vi
E
!i1 ^    ^ !i
r th place
^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place





!i1 ^    ^ !i
r th place
^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place





!i1 ^    ^ !i
r th place
^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W20c)
 2IJ 
rVkrVjV ir ; V k!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W21)
+2IJ

rVjsrViV ir ; V a!i1 ^    ^ !ir th place ^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W22)




rV arV jVjs ; Vj
E
!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W19a)
 2IJ
D
rV jVj ; V b
E 
rV aVjs ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W19b1)
 2IJ
D
rV jVj ; Vb
E 
rV aVjs ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W19b2)
 2IJ 
rV aVj ; V b DrV jVjs ; VbE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W19c1)
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 2IJ 
rV aVj ; Vb DrV jVjs ; V bE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W19c2)
+2IJ
D
rV arV irVjs ; Vi
E
!i1 ^    ^ !i
r th place
^   
^!ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W20a)
+2IJ
D
rV irVi; V b
E 
rV aVjs ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !ir th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place





rV aVjs ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ir th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W20b2)
+2IJ

rV aVi; V b DrV irVjs ; VbE!i1 ^    ^ !ir th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W20c1)
+2IJ

rV aVi; Vb DrV irVjs ; V bE!i1 ^    ^ !ir th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W20c2)
 2IJ 
rVkrVjV ir ; V k!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W21)
+2IJ

rVjsrViV ir ; V a!i1 ^    ^ !ir th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W22)
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Finally we simplify the terms from (W28) to (W50) : If we take the interior products and carry




rVjV j ; V k 
rV aVk; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W28)
 2IJiir

rVjV i; V k DrV jVk; VbE!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W29)
+4IJkir

rVaV i; V k DrV jVj ; ViE!i1 ^    ^ !ar th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W30)
+2IJjjs

rVjV i; V k 
rV aVi; Vk!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W31)
+4IJcjs

rVjV j ; V k 
rV aVk; Vc!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W32)
+2IJjjs

rVjV i; V k 
rV aVk; Va!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !i
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W33)
 2IJbjs

rVjV i; V k DrV jVi; VbE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W34)
 2IJiir

rVkV k; V b 
rVjV i; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place




rVjV i; V k 
rVkV j ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W36)
 2IJbir

rVjV i; V a 
rVaVi; V b!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W37)
+2IJijs
D
rV jVj ; V k
E 
rV aVi; Vk!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place







rVjV i; V c!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !c
t th place
^    ^ !i
s th place





rV aVk; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
t th place
^    ^ !i
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W40)
 4IJairiit

rV aVk; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !b
t th place





rVaV k; V b!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place





rVaV k; V b!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place




rV aVk; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !i
s th place





rVaV k; V b 
rVjV i; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place





rVjV i; V k 
rVaV j ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place





rVjV i; V k 
rVaVi; V b!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W47)
 2IJkjsjir

rV aVk; Vb DrV jVi; V bE!i1 ^    ^ !ir th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place





rV aV b; Vi!i1 ^    ^ !ir th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place





rV aVj ; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ir th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W50)
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rVjV j ; V k DrV irVk; VbE!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W28)
 2IJ 
rVjV ir ; V k DrV jVk; VbE!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W29)
+4IJ

rVaV i; V ir DrV jVj ; ViE!i1 ^    ^ !ar th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W30)
+2IJ

rVjsV i; V k 
rV aVi; Vk!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W31)
+4IJ

rVjV j ; V k 
rV aVk; Vjs!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W32)
+2IJ

rVjsV i; V k 
rV aVk; Va!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !i
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W33)
 2IJ 
rVjV i; V k DrV jVi; VjsE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W34)
 2IJ 
rVkV k; V b 
rVjV ir ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W35)
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 2IJ 
rVjV ir ; V k 
rVkV j ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W36)
 2IJ 
rVjV i; V a 
rVaVi; V ir!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W37)
+2IJ
D
rV jVj ; V k
E 
rV aVjs ; Vk!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W38)
+IJ

rVjV i; V c DrV jVjs ; VjtE!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !c
t th place
^    ^ !i
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W39)
+4IJ

rVjtV i; V k 
rV aVk; Vjs!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
t th place
^    ^ !i
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W40)
 4IJ 
rVjV it ; V k DrV irVk; VbE!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !b
t th place





rVaV k; V ir!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place






rVaV k; V b!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W43)
 2IJ 
rVjsV i; V k DrV irVk; VbE!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !i
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W44)
+2IJ

rVjsV k; V b 
rVjV ir ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W45)
+2IJ

rVjV ir ; V k 
rVjsV j ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W46)
+2IJ

rVjV i; V k 
rVjsVi; V ir!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W47)
 2IJ
D
rV irVi; V b
E 
rV aVjs ; Vb!i1 ^    ^ !ir th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W48)
 2IJ 
rV aV b; Vi DrV irVb; VjsE!i1 ^    ^ !ir th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W49)
 2IJ 
rV aVj ; V ir DrV jVi; VjsE!i1 ^    ^ !ir th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W50)
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If we combine the like-terms, we have the following cancellations
(W1a1) + (W2a1) = 0; (W1a2) + (W2a2) = 0; (W1b1) + (W2d1) = 0;
(W1b2) + (W2d2) = 0; (W1b3) + (W2d3) = 0; (W1c1a) + (W2f1) = 0;
(W1c1b) + (W2f2) = 0; (W1c2a) + (W20b2) = 0; (W1c2b) + (W19b2) = 0;
(W2b1) + (W20a) = 0; (W2b2) + (W19a) = 0; (W2c1a) + (W20c2) = 0;
(W2c1b) + (W2e1) = 0; (W2c2a) + (W19c2) = 0; (W2c2b) + (W2e2) = 0;
(W3b1) + (W4a2) = 0; (W3b2) + (W4a1) = 0; (W5a1) + (W6a1) = 0;
(W5a2) + (W6a2) = 0; (W5b1a) + (W6d1) = 0; (W5b1b) + (W6d2) = 0;
(W5b2a) + (W37) = 0; (W5b2b) + (W47) = 0; (W5c1) + (W6f1) = 0;
(W5c2) + (W6f3) = 0; (W5c3) + (W6f2) = 0; (W6b1) + (W21) = 0;
(W6b2) + (W22) = 0; (W6c1a) + (W6e1) = 0; (W6c1b) + (W35) = 0;
(W6c2a) + (W6e2) = 0; (W6c2b) + (W45) = 0; (W7a1a) + (W18a) = 0;
(W7a1b) + (W15a) = 0; (W7a2) + (W8b1) = 0; (W7a3a) + (W8c1a) = 0;
(W7a3b) + (W8c1b) = 0; (W7b1) + (W8a2) = 0; (W7b3b) + (W7b4) = 0;
(W7b5) + (W8b4) = 0; (W7b6a) + (W8c4a) = 0; (W7b6b) + (W8c4b) = 0;
(W7c1a) + (W8a3a) = 0; (W7c1b) + (W8a3b) = 0; (W7c3a) + (W7c6a) = 0;
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(W7c4a) + (W8b6a) = 0; (W7c4b) + (W8b6b) = 0; (W7c5a) + (W8c5a) = 0;
(W7c5b) + (W8c5c) = 0; (W15b) + (W (7b2 + 8b2)  b) = 0;
(W7c5c) + (W8c5b) = 0; (W15c2) + (W (7c2a+ 8c2a)  b) = 0;
(W7c6b) + (W15c1) = 0; (W7c3b) + (W (7c2b+ 8c2b)  c) = 0;
(W8a1a) + (W17a) = 0; (W8a1b) + (W16a) = 0; (W8b3) + (W8b5) = 0;
(W8c3a1) + (W8c6a) = 0; (W8c3b1) + (W8c6b) = 0; (W9a) + (W14a) = 0;
(W9b) + (W14b) = 0; (W10a) + (W11a) = 0; (W10b) + (W11b) = 0;
(W12a) + (W36) = 0; (W17c1) + (W (7c2b+ 8c2b)  d) = 0;
(W13b) + (W19c1) = 0; (W16b) + (W (7b2 + 8b2)  d) = 0;
(W19b1) + (W38) = 0; (W16c1) + (W (7c2a+ 8c2a)  d) = 0;
(W20b1) + (W48) = 0; (W16c2) + (W (7c2b+ 8c2b)  e) = 0;
(W13a) + (W50) = 0; (W17b) + (W (7b2 + 8b2)  e) = 0;
(W12b) + (W46) = 0; (W17c2) + (W (7c2a+ 8c2a)  e) = 0;
(W18b) + (W (7b2 + 8b2)  c) = 0; (W18c1) + (W (7c2b+ 8c2b)  b) = 0;
(W20c1) + (W49) = 0; (W18c2) + (W (7c2a+ 8c2a)  c) = 0:
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If we simplify the terms as above, we would have
K () + H ()  2R ()
=   
RVjVkV j ; V k (W23)
 2 





RV aV jVk; Vi
E










RVaVjV i; V k









V ir ; Vb
E
!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place




Vjs ; V b
E
!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
u th place
^    ^ !b
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2a+ 8c2a  a)
+2IJ
D
RV aVjVjs ; V j
E
!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^   
^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7c2b+ 8c2b  a)
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 2IJ 
rV aVd; Va 
rVjV ir ; V d!i1 ^    ^ !jr th place





rVjV ir ; V d!i1 ^    ^ !j
t th place
^    ^ !c
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W3a2)
+2IJ
D
rV irVjs ; Vd
E 
rVaV d; V c!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !c
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W4b)
 2IJ 
rV aVb; Vc 
rVjsV ir ; V c!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W7b3a)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vb
E 
rVjuV d; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !j
u th place
^    ^ !d
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c3a2)
+2IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vb
E 
rVaV a; V b!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W8c3b2)
 2 
rV aVk; Va 





rVjV j ; V k!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place





rVjV ir ; V k!i1 ^    ^ !b
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !jq (W29)
+2IJ
D
rV jVj ; Vi
E 
rVaV i; V ir!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place




rV aVi; Vk 
rVjsV i; V k!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W31)
+4IJ

rV aVk; Vjs 
rVjV j ; V k!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !a
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W32)
+2IJ

rV aVk; Va 
rVjsV i; V k!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !i
s th place





rVjV i; V k!i1 ^    ^ !ip
^!j1 ^    ^ !k
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W34)
+IJ
D
rV jVjs ; Vjt
E 
rVjV i; V c!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !c
t th place
^    ^ !i
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W39)
+4IJ

rV aVk; Vjs 
rVjtV i; V k!i1 ^    ^ !ip ^ !j1
^    ^ !a
t th place
^    ^ !i
s th place





rVjV it ; V k!i1 ^    ^ !j
r th place
^    ^ !b
t th place





rVaV k; V ir!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !j
s th place





rVaV k; V b!i1 ^    ^ !a
r th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !b
s th place





rVjsV i; V k!i1 ^    ^ !br th place
^    ^ !ip ^ !j1 ^    ^ !i
s th place
^    ^ !jq (W44)
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If we write the terms again, we have
K () + H ()  2R ()
=   




RViVjV k; V j

!k ^ V i () (W24)
+2
D
RV aVjVi; V j
E





RV aV jVk; Vi
E










RVaVjV i; V k








RV aVjV i; Vb
E




(W7b2 + 8b2  a)
 2 
RV aViV j ; Vb!a ^ !b ^ V i V j () (W7c2a+ 8c2a  a)
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 2 
rV aVk; Va 
rVjV j ; V k (W27)
+2

rV iVk; Vb 





rVjV i; V k!b ^ Vi () (W29)
+2
D
rV jVj ; Vi
E 
rVaV i; V k!a ^ Vk () (W3a1) + (W30)
+2

rV aVi; Vk 
rVjV i; V k!a ^ V j () (W31)
+2

rV aVk; Vc 
rVjV j ; V k!a ^ V c () (W8c3b2) + (W32)
+2

rV aVk; Va 















rVaV i; V k!j ^ !i ^ V c  V a () (W8c3a2) + (W40)
 2 
rV aVk; Vb 





rVaV k; V b!a ^ !j ^ Vb  V i () (W42)
+2

rV aVd; Vb 





rVaV k; V b!a ^ !b ^ Vj  V i () (W4b) + (W43)
+2

rV aVk; Vb 
rVjV i; V k!b ^ !i ^ Va V j () (W44)
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Then by 2.10, we obtain












































































K () + H ()  2R ()




























where the curvature operator F (R) : Ep;q ! Ep;q is given by
F (R) () =   




RViVjV k; V j

!k ^ V i () + 2
D
RV aVjVi; V j
E





RV aV jVk; Vi
E









RVaVjV i; V k







RV aVjV i; Vb
E





RV aViV j ; Vb!a ^ !b ^ V i V j () :
Finally if we switch the roles of indices and use the symmetries of the curvature tensor and the
Bianchi identity, we get
F (R) () = +2
D
RV aVjVc; V j
E
!a ^ V c () + 2


RVaVjV j ; V k

!k ^ V a ()
+2
D
RVaV jV d; Vc
E
!j ^ !c ^ V a (Vd ())
+2
D
RVaV jVc; V d
E













RVaVjV i; V k







RV kVjVa; V j
E
!k ^ V a () + 2


RVaVjV j ; V k

!k ^ V a ()
+2
D
RVaV jV d; Vc
E
!j ^ !c ^ V a (Vd ())
+2
D
RVaV jVc; V d
E













RVaVjV i; V k







RVjV kV j ; Va
E
!k ^ V a () + 2


RVjVaV k; V j

!k ^ V a ()
+2
D
RVaV jV d; Vc
E
!j ^ !c ^ V a (Vd ())
+2
D
RVaV jVc; V d
E













RVaVjV i; V k












RV jVjVa; V k
E




RVaV kV d; Vc





RVaV kVb; V j








RVaVbV j ; V k






Thus we are done. 
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